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Chapter I 
INTRODUCTION 
Visual aids are practically as old as education itself. 
Since the days when cave men carved the first crude pictures 
in stone up untfl the art of photography, which made cheap 
reproduction (of p i ctures) accessible to everyone, the picture 
has grown steadily as an aid in teaching. The importance of 
the educational film in schools was recognized shortly after 
the introduction of portable projection equipment to the 
classrooms. Public libraries, having always been concerned 
} 
lpatricia 0~ Blair, "A New Field to Conquer," Library 
~ourna!, 69:802-4, October, 1944. 
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The first film collections in public libraries were con-
cerned primarily with adult interests, and were used most 
frequently within an adult education program. The early use 
of films for children was limited. This limitation was, for 
the most part, due to the fact t~~t the list of film titles 
for children was a meagre one. While the schools were supply-
ing .the teachers with classroom films and other audio-visual 
aids little was being done for the children's librarian in the 
way of other media outside of books. Feeling among same 
librarians that "the province of the library is to give book 
service,"l and that films did not belong in the library may 
have been partly responsible for this condition. 
However, today the number of films available to the 
librarian has increased considerably, but with that increase 
has came a flood of inferior productions; films which neither 
teach, inform, entertain, nor encourage the viewer to •eek 
beyond the immediate visual image. 
To date there bas been very little information on the 
selection of available films for public library use. Because 
of this the librarian's problem has become increasingly one 
of selection. 
How can the librarian select from this ever increasing 
number of available children's films those which she feels can 
!Gloria Waldron, ' 'I'he Information Film ~ ·· (New York: 
Columbia University PreiS; 1949), p. lr9g:-- · 
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best meet the needs and interests of the many boys and girls 
who crowd the library halls during fiim time? What are the 
methods used in selecting films by library committees? And 
are those films purchased by the library fulfilling th~ needs 
of the film borrowers? Within this study answers te these 
questions are sought, and an attempt is made to define and 
establish the place of the 16 millimeter film in the public 
libraries of the United States, especially in the children's 
area. 
In a study of this type limitations result from a Hlocal-
izedH approach through a single institution such as the 
Boston Public Library. Nevertheless, such an institution is 
typical of many large city libraries now circulating films, 
and its problems with their solutions apply in no small 
measure to other public libraries throughout the country. It 
1 
is hoped that such conclusions a.s may be drawn from this 
investigation may be of value to audio-visual directors in 
public library systems, film librarians, children's librar-
ians using films in library programs, preview selection com-
mittees, film producers involved in making motion pictures 
:for use in public libraries, and all borrowers of children's 
films. 
In order to understand more fully the role of the public 
library in the 16 millimeter film field, a brief historical 
background of the educational film, its place in libraries, 
and the film collection in the Boston Public Library is 
3 
1' provided at this point. 
~· A History of the Film in Education. 
The development of the motion picture was made possible 
by a number of contributing factors. The earliest and most 
I' important of these was: 1) the development of the art of 
photography (which had its beginnings around 18:50 with experi-
ments of the Frenchman, Daguerre, and his associates); 2) the 
discovery and subsequent development in the 1880's (by Hannibal 
, Goodwin and George Eastman) of a flexible sensitized medium 
1 for recording photography; and :5) in the decade following, the 
invention (by such men as c. Francis Jenkin, Thomas Armat, and 
Thomas A. Edison, in America, and Robert Paul, William Friese-
'' 
Green, and the Lumiere brothers, in Europe) of the mechaniaal 
apparatus for taking and showing metion pictures. 
In the late 1920's recorded sound on film finally became 
a reality. A few years later, with color added to the sound, 
1 the motion picture entered a new era of advanced technical 
standards. 
Edward Muybridge, an Englis~~n conducting experiments in 
photographing motion in America, Dr. Etienne Jules Marey, a 
French scientist using the motion picture to demonstrate 
scientific fact, and Thomas Alva Edison of New Jersey were 
just a few of the early scientists and inventors employing the 
4 
cinema for research work.1 
From its very beginnings show.men, especially in the 
United Sta tes, saw the entertainment possibilities of this 
new medium, and proceeded to develop them; but what is most 
significant to this study is the fact that the first experi-
ments of the early p i oneers were conducted for the purposes 
of scientific investigation and research. 
All of these early experiments and accomplish-
ments in Europe, ffir. Marey, Dr. J. Commandon, M. J'. 
Carvallo, Dr. ~ . Ries, K. Demeny7 were in the cause 
of education and instruction. Tt remained for the 
showmen of America to discover the entertainment 
value of the film and to develop it into. an impor-
tant industry. It is obvious that the field of 
education has first call on the cinematographic art. 2 
Although the results of the films made for scientific 
and research purposes were satisfying, because of their 
limited appeal very few of those recorded were shown to the 
general public. 
!Because .of the great number of claims and counter 
claims of priority of invention in motion pictures, only 
those events to which the passage of t i me has given impor-
tance are presented in this brief study. For more detailed 
accounts of the early history of the development of the 
motion: picture see History .of Motion Pictures ... bY Maurice 
Bardeche and Robert Brasill ach, New York: w. Norton and 
Company and the Museum of Modern Art, 1938, 412 p.; Histor~ 
of the British Film by Rachel Low, London: George Alien an 
Unwin, Ltd.~l949, 309 p.; and Rise of the American Film by 
Lewis Jacobs, preface by Iris Barry, New York: Harcourt, 
Brace and Company, .585 p. 
2Don Carlos Ellis . and. ~ura Thornborough, Motion 
Pictures i n Education (New York: Thomas Y. Crowell Company, 
1923) p . "~1S. 
: .......::-=-:...-=--- - -- - -
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I As entertainment the motion picture prospered and 
developed rapidly. As education, i. e. "the acquisition of 
knowledge or skl l l,••l the process proceeded at a slow rate. 
Si nce all of the early equipment was for 35 millimeter 
fi1m, it waa bulky and impractical, especially for use in 
classrooms, churches, or small clubhouses. Also the film 
itself was highly inflammable, making the danger of fire ever 
present. Because of these disadvantages few films of educa-
tional or instructional value were produced during the first 
fifteen years of the life of the motion picture (1895-1910). 
1910, however, was especially important, for during that 
year such film titles as "The Taos Indians of New Mexico at 
Home," "The Tea Industry of the United States," "The Story of 
Coal," and ''Pottery Making" were released for theatrical show-
ing. Elliot reports that at this time Thomas Edison was turn-
ing out what may have been the first medical-training film, a 
demonstration by Dr. Colton of the use of laughing gas during 
a tooth extraction.2 
These films were not made . primarily for educational 
purposes, but to be used as short subject fillers on enter-
tainment programs in theatres. Yet, in t hat same year, 1910, 
!Godfrey u. Elliot, editor, !!!! ~ Educat!£a (New York: 
Philosophical Library, 1948) p. ix. 
2Ibid., p. 13-16. 
,I 
Kline, Selig and Spoor issued a catalog of more than 1,000 
titles of so-called educational subjects on film. 1 The very 
fact that such films were produced, and enthusiastically 
received by theatre audiences, was indicative of a certain 
interest in films with educational values. 
In 1914 a safety film stock was placed on the market, and 
a portable 35 millimeter projector was made available te non-
theatrical groups. 2 Serious and important films were pro-
duced for both theatrical and non-commercial use. 
The u. s. Federal Government was among the first users of 
the non-theatrical film. As early as 190?, it is reported 
that the u. s. Reclamation Service exhibited films at the 
~amestown Exposition showing the work of the Government in 
reclaiming arid lands. 3 The u. s. Department of Agriculture 
established a laboratory of its own to produce non-professional 
films covering subjects on the varied activities of the Depart-
ment. State governments were on the scene at the San Fran- . 
cisco Fair in 1915 exhibiting non-theatrical motion pictures 
to advertise the business and pleasure advantages to be found 
in their respective states. 
lGodfrey M. Elliot, editor, Film and Education (New York: 
Philosophical Library, 1948) p. 1~ --- ---------
2 . lli.2:·' p. 12. 
3non Carlos Ellis and Laura Thornborough, Motion Pictures 
in Education (New York: Thomas Y. Crowell Company, 1923) 
p. 1?. ' . 
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The use of films of an educational nature in the claes-
room also began during that important film year, 1910. Elliot 
tells us that during that year the first report of the use of 
films i.n any schoolrDom was made by the Movin~ . Picture World 
Magazine.l The School Department of Rochester, New York had 
this distinction. Ellis and Thornborough state that the 
schools of the city of New York were the first in which the 
use of films actually conformed to the course of studies, thus 
setting the standards for other schools throughout the coun~ ··:· ­
try.2 Due to this teacher interest many new films were pro-
duced for classroom use. Thomas Edison listed in his catalog 
such titles as "The Minute Man," "The Cabbage Butterfly," and 
"The Crecropia Moth. n3 
About this time Industry also grasped the ~pportunity to 
use the non-theatrical film. "The American Telephone and 
Telegraph Company, The National Cash Register Company, The 
Heinz Company, and The Pennsylvania Railroad are just a few of 
the many industrial agencies who discovered that movies, pie-
turing the production processes behind their products, could 
!Godfrey M. Elliott, editor, Film and Education (New York: 
Philosophical Library, 1948) p. 14:--- --- . 
2non Carlos Ellis and Laura Thornborough., Motion Pictures 
in Education (New York: Thomae Y. Crowell Company, 1923) 
p. !2. -
3Godfrey Y. Elliott, editor, Film and Education (New 
York: Philosophical Library, 1948)-p:-1~ 
8 
~,, 
be very valuable as an advertising medium.nl 
The general importance and effectiveness of the non-
theatrical film as a teaching and training aid was recognized 
by the military during World War I. Not only was it used in 
the training of service men, but also to inform the publi~ of 
the progress of war activities. 2 
Non-theatrical fi1ms were being used by 1915 in the 
churches as well as the schools. The church•s growing inter-
est was made evident with the publication in 1916, by the 
Federal Council of Churches of Christ in America, of the 
pamphlet "Motion Pictures in Religious Education Work."3 
The large theatrical-film making companies devoted little 
time to the production of non-theatrical films for use in 
schools, churches, or industries. Some of them did adapt 
their theatrical short-length subjects for use outside the 
theatres, but most companies were in the motion-picture busi-
ness for purely commercial reasons, and films used outside 
theatres did not promise financial gains. 
The next important event in the development of the non-
theatrical film came in 1923 with the appearance of a standard 
width film to be used with light-weight equipment manufactured 
especially for that purpose. During that year the first 
complete set of 16 millimeter equipment, including camera, 
!Elliot ·:~ , Film~ Education, p. 13. 
2Ellis and Thornborough, Uotion Pictures .!!! Education, 
p. 20.1 
~Elliot, ~· £!!., p. 15. 
9 
projector and film, was placed on sale. Other narrow gauge 
films had been used before this time, but no standardization 
had evolved. Willard Cook, Alexander Victor, and George East-
man were each partly responsible for this important step.l 
up to this point films have been separated into two 
categories only: (1) the theatrical education _  film, i. e. the 
, film made for showing exclusively i:n commercial theatres, and 
(2) the ~-theatrical film \educational), i. e. the film made 
specifically for showing in educational institutions and com-
munity organizations. With the appearance ot' a standard gauge 
film \16 millimeter) along with an expanded ·catalog of film 
II 
titles, it becomee necessary to define more carefully the 
other types of educational t'ilms with which this report will 
be concerned. 
Any definitions have to be fairly arbitrary when 
terms are used as loosely as they are in the six-
teen-millimeter field and when films differ so 
widely as to subject matter, technique, and pur-
pose. For the sake of clarity, it is probably 
necessary to be arbitrary and define the various 
types of films.2 
This report is primarily concerned with the non-theatri-
cal sixteen millimeter gauge sound film. It may be separated 
into many types or divided into numerous categories, but here, 
for the sake of simplicity, they will be classified according 
to three basic types. These classifications are based on the 
lwaldron, ~ Information Film, p. 10. • 
2~., p. 17. 
II 
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1 fi~ designer, rather than on the use of the film, or on . the 
value received from it. 
1. ~ Teachin5 ~ Classroom ~. 
This type of film is usually made for schoolroom use, to 
be shown under the supervision of a teacher, or to be used as 
a supplement to a textbook. Also included in this category 
are training or instructional films, which show how to do 
something by outlining a specific procedure. The teaching 
film makes use of many film techniques, including narration, 
synchronized dialog, animation, etc. and may be found in 
other than school libraries; i. e. public, industrial or 
government libraries. 
2. The Information or Idea Film. 
- ....... -------
This type of film is usually made for adult audiences, tG 
enlighten them upon both general and specific subjects of an 
educational or social nature. These films are often of a 
serious nature, and may also be referred to as "discussion" 
films. Many of them are not complete in themselves, but 
leave some unanswered questions, so the film can be discussed. 
In this field the documentary is an important category. Often 
concerned with social issues, and the comment upon them, it 
is best described by John Grierson as the "creative treatment 
of actuality."l True social documentary films are usually 
l.rohn Grierson, Grierson on Documenta_u, edited and com..; I 
~~l~t by Forsyth Hardy (New York: Harcourt, Brace and C om:pany, 
., ! p. 138. . __ --=- __ __· _ _ _ _ _ r 
II 
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produced in the original location with non-professional, 
everyday people characterizing their own habitual manner of 
life. Other films often included in this category are the 
newsreel, the so-called sponsored film , and the travelogue. 
Like classroom films, these may be debated as to classifica-
tion. 
These films are most often found in public library col-
lections, or commercial film-rental companies, but because of 
their wide educational value they are often useful in the 
classroom. 
3. ~ Entertainment .£! .Recreational_E.i!!!!• 
This type of film is made primarily to entertain or 
amuse, and is usually fictional in form. Often Hollywood 
produced films are included in this category, after having 
been reduced from the 35 millimeter size to tthe 16 mill tmeter. 
These often include children's films, i. e. photoplays of 
such famous classics as ~a sure Island, gice_.!!! ........ w_.o,_n_d;..;;e.;;;.r.-l;.;;;,;a;.;;;,;n_.d, 
ete. In addition there are films on art, music, biography, 
the dance, and comedy per se. 
This type of script is not restricted to any particular 
kind of film library, but is most often found in public 
library collections or commercial film libraries. School, 
industrial, military and adult education groups often use 
these films for both entertainment and educational purposes. 
12 
The period between the years 1923 and 1939 saw important 
technical innovations being made in the thea trical film field. 
~~ny of these advances were applied to non-theatrical films, 
and 16 millimeter movies became available with sound tracks 
and in full color. Excellent lightweight sound projectors 
with portable screens were put on the market, and film cata-
logs xisted a great number of films covering a wide range in 
subject matter. 
Among these lists a new, revolutionary type of film 
~ 13 
I 
appeared. Painstakingly photographed, it attempted to portray 
real people in actual surroundings, and to comment upon real 
social problems. It was later to be called the "documentary 
type" film. 
Robert Flaherty, the man responsible for this new tech-
nique, has often been called the "father of the documentary 
film." In 1922 he bad produced the famous "Nanook of the 
I 
North" for theatrical presentation, strangely enough sponsored 
by the Revillon Freres fur ccmpany. "Yoana," "Tabu," and 
"Man of Aran" were t o follow. Grierson, in pointiQg out 
Flaherty's enormous influence on the film, .said: 
He ·:·CFlahertY7 was in revol t against the syn-
thetic dramas of Hollywood. He believed that the 
film camera was denying its destiny in shutting 
itself up inside the studios; that its destiny was 
to get about on the earth, and be the means of 
opening the end wall of the theater on the whole 
wide world.l 
!Grierson, Grierson ~ Documenta ry, p. 6. 
•I 
Although the "documentary idea" in films originated with 
Flaherty, it was to mature under the direction of Britain's 
John Grierson. Assisted by a group of enthusiastic film-
minded young men, he produced, directed and supervised a 
number of excellent social documentaries for the Empire Market-
ing Board film unit in the early thirties, i. e. "Granton 
Trawler," "Drifters," "Song of Ceylon," etc. Among the famous 
graduates from this remarkable unit, who were destined to 
become leaders in the documentary field in their own right, 
were Basil Wright, stuart Legg, Paul Rotha, and Harry Watt. 
They have taken the discursive cinema of the 
news-reels, the scenics and the "interests," and 
~iven it shape; and they have done it with material 
which the commercial cinema has avoided. They have 
not yet learned to combine the lucid--and even 
academic--estimate of event in the body of imagi-
native work, but they are coming slowly nearer to 
the growing points of .their social material.! 
In America too, the documentary type film was developing 
a social conscience of its own. Pare Lorentz, Paul Strand, 
Irving Jacoby and Willard Van Dyke were among the few crea t-
ing outstanding films. 1~ny of these films became classics of 
cinema hi at ory, i. e. "The River," "The City," "The Plow That 
Broke the Plains." 
The importance of the government film, "The Plow 
That Broke the Plains, 11 lies in the fact that it was 
prepared with sufficient dramatic skill to raise the 
standards of the ordinary instructional film. Pare 
Lorentz, who directed the film for what is now the 
Farm Security Administration, was fortunately a . 
lGrierson, Grierson on ~umentarz, p.138. 'I 
14 
skillful craftsman eager to interpret American life 
through motion picture art. The work invites com-
parison with the achievements of Paul Rotha and 
John Grierson of Great Britain in what is sometimes 
called t he "documentary film. nl 
AJ:thoug · ·*_hese ,me ::were not concerned with .the production 
of classroom films, perhaps t heir work did influence the pro-
ducers of instructional motion pictures. A few universities 
and colleges had organized film production units and were 
either producing or sponsoring low-cost films to be used by 
teachers in classrooms. Commercial companies producing films 
specifically for classroom use were growing up about this 
time, and the quality of these films, both technically and in 
the manner of their presentation, was gradually improving. 
There often were attempts to incorporate the techniques of the 
documentary makers in these productions. 
Anima t ed and stop-motion films had opened up a whole new 
£ield and were having their greatest appreciation in the educ-
ational area. The cartoon had appea red on the theatrical ::·:·: 
? screens as early as 1906. ·" In 191 '7 Bray had produced the 
first color cartoon, and a year later a man named Walt Disney 
came upon the animation scene. After establ i shing such huttior-
oue characters as Oswald the Rabbit a nd :W.ckey Mouse, he broke 
lT. R. Adam, Motion Pictures in Adult Education (New 
' York: American Association-for Adult Education, 1940), p. 45. 
2Leslie Wood, The Romance of the Movies (London: William 
Heinemann, Ltd., 19~, p. 288-297:--
15 
from the tradition that all cartoons must have one central 
comic figure and in the early thirties produced the charming 
fantasies known as "Silly Symphonies." His inf'luence was 
seen in the animation used in classroom and training films, 
because by this method i t was possible to show many things 
which heretofore were difficult or impossible. 
ERPI and Eastman Classroom Films, neither exclusively 
c~ercial because of subs i dization by either Western Electric 
or Eastman Kodak, were producers of hundreds of one reel films 
for use in schoolrooms. A few elementary and high school 
systems were beginni ng to invest in films and in 16 millimeter 
projection equipment about this time, and some had even gone 
so far as producing their own films.l 
However, the production costs of good quality classroom 
films was ext~emely high, while school budgets were woefully 
inadequate. Since educators still regarded the cinema as an 
entertainment medium only, progress in the establishment of 
audio-visual aids programs was very slow. 
Films in the thirties, however, were being used for pur-
poses other than general education aids to class room teaching 
and entertainment. In Germany the war propaganda film was 
134i- r Dale and others, ~ompilers, Motion Pictures in 
Educati on , ! s~rz 2f the L1terature (New York: _H. w. WTlson 
Company, 1937Y, p. 133-1'81:' _ 
II 
lo 
becoming an important means of communication in disseminating 
Nazi doctrine. 
Kracauer tells us that the film devices of the Nazi 
propaganda machine were numerous and frequently very subtle, 
yet they often suffered from weaknesses such as excessive use 
of newsreel shots, and tiresome sequences. 
But despite these deficiencee, which resulted 
from the structure of Nazi propaganda rather than 
from awkwardness of technique, the Nazis managed 
to develop effective methods of presenting their 
propaganda ideas on the screen. There is hardly 
an editing device they did not explore, and there 
exist several means of presentation whose scope 
they enlarged to an extent hitherto unknown.l 
By 1940, the Nazis' successful utilization of the film i n 
educating and propagandizing the people became a challenge to 
the Allied film producers. The United States, upon entering 
World War II in December of 1941, met this challenge by fol-
lowing the lead of Great Britain, who l~d stepped up her pto-
duction of non-theatrical films. Hollywood and other commer-
cial cam~anies invested money in order to assist in the war 
effort. Huge sums of money were apprupriated. by the Gover n-
men't for the production of -both civilian and military informa-
tion films. Hundreds of civilian movie technicians entered 
military service, and their skill and knowledge was utilized 
to improve the quality of the films produced. Throughout the 
war films were especially made on skill training, indoctrina-
lsiegfried Kracauer, Fro.m Caligari !2 Hitler (Princeton: 
University Press, 194?), p. 2?7-~?8. 
17 
tion, and orientation for the soldier; and on information ana 
morale building for the civilian. 
In developing films for ••• important educa-
tional purposes the Army applied ~o educational 
'films the drama tic tecb.ntques hithe·rto used only 
in emtertainment f11ms. These techniques resulted 
in films which were emotionally possessive as well 
as intellectually stimulating, and as a conse-
quence, Army films penetrated deeper into the 
recesses of the human mind than do school films 
which coldly present a series of related facts 
without relating these facts to the backgrounds, 
interest' motives, ard acti one of the people to 
whom they are shown. 
With the end of hostilities in 1945, due to the success-
ful utilization of the 16 millimeter film during the war years, 
great predictions were made for the non-theatrical film. 
Hoban had estimated that the post-war market for 16 
millimeter films would be twice as great as the market for 35 
millimeter entertainment films.2 It is known that the total 
number of sound projectors rose from 18,000 in 1941 te 
approximately 50,000 in 1947, and that in 1948 there were more 
than 11,500 16 millimeter projectors in public schools.3 
Audio-visual departments in school systems have now been 
established through-c>ut·~: the country, and more and more teachers 
are using films in their classrooms. 
The 1953 edition of the H. w. Wilson Educational Film 
1charles F. Hoban, Jr., Movies ~ Teach (New York: Dry-
den Press, 1947), p. 21-23. 
2 Ibid., p. 22-23. 
-3waldron, The InformationFilm, p. 14. 
U3 
Guide classifies more than 11,000 16 millimeter films. Today 
film titles on practically every subject imaginable are 
included in this annual compilation. 
Within a half-century the non-theatrical film has become 
an important medium of mass communication. More recently it 
has entered the portals of the public library. The ground-
work has been laid, and the doore aTe now open. Librarians 
moved slowly at first in attempting to use this new medium, 
but within a short period of time circulation has gained such 
momentum that the future of film as a permanent resource of 
the library now seems assured. 
! .. TI!!, Developm!m! .2!.!.!1! Collections . .!!_Public Libraries. 
The history of the film ln libraries is relatively short 
when compared to the history of the film in general. The 
Public Library at Milwaukee, Wisconsin was using films as 
early as 1920, but in this case the film was used within the 
library and not for circulating among its patrons. 
importa!!! ~ .!.!! librarz f..!l!!! .. circulation lll929. 
The first 
-
At this 
time the Public Library at Kalamazoo, Michigan began film 
lending services. Ten years later, in 1939, the Tyrell Public 
Library at Beaumont, Texas began a service similar to that of 
Kalamazoo. Progress and development up to that time was elow, 
for the whole 16 millimeter field. Sixteen-millimeter f11m 
was not fully and universally used until after -such technical 
advances as the development of a suitable safety fi~ stock 
in 1914, the narrow gauge film in 1923, and the adequate 
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sound projection equipment in the thirties. · Yore detailed 
accounts of those early endeavord may be found in Gerald 
MCDonald's book ~ational Motion Pictures a~d Libraries 1 
---- ----..-..;;..-. ... . -.-.. . 
A Master's thesis submitted by Ruth T. ~nlove at Columbia 
University shows that in 1942 only six public libraries owned 
their own 16 millimeter projectors. 2 
With the outbreak of World War II in 1941, the public 
libraries, wherever possible, were employed to assi s t in 
mobilization and public educational efforts. The Office of War 
Information, the Offiee of Civilian Defense, and the Co-ordina-
tor of Inter-American Affairs made available a large number of 
educational and training films to a number of public libraries. 
Among the major libraries participating were those of 
Charlotte, North Carolina; Cleveland, Ohio; Dallas, Texas; 
Gary, Indiana; Grand Rapids, Michigan and Milwaukee, Wisconsin. 
The procurement of equipment was the major obstacle during the 
war, but even with this limitation the libraries were quick to 
make as full use as possible of the existing films and equip-
ment. The larger libraries owning 16 millimeter sound film 
projectors held regularly scheduled showings of government 
films throughout the war years. Many of the films being 
!Gerald McDonald, Educational _ Motion _ Pictures.~ 
Libraries (Chicago: American Library Association, 1942) 
2Ruth T. Manlove, The Use of the Educational _Motion 
Picture 1n Libraries (New York:~olumb!a Univers1ty, 1942) 
------
shown became important tools for leaders conducting adult 
education programs. 
Some of the first film collections in public libraries 
were started by the adult education department within the 
libraries. The Cleveland Public Library's film service, 
inaugurated in September, 1942, grew to over 400 titles within 
a period of two years. Starting with a small number of films 
belonging to the local Federation of Settlement Houses, a few 
of those from the Office of Civilian Defense, and films from 
other government departments, the Cleveland Library set up a 
Film Bureau as a division of their Adult Education Department. 
By March, 1943, its holdings had increased to 1,580 films, with 
an aggregate attendance of over 100,000 people a month.1 
' 
Other ·important public libraries in the United States 
followed in the steps of these pioneers. In the post~war 
period, with the release of 16 millimeter equipment and films 
by the military services, and with the increased civilian pr • 
duction of audio-visual aids, the use of films in public 
libraries became more common. 
Today there are over 150 public libraries circulating 
films, as well as books, to their patrons. The American 
Library Association's Public . Library lli!! .Statistics states 
that 
lR Russell Mum, "The Film and the Public Library, II 
Film and Education (Godfrey M. Elliot, editor; New York: 
Philosophical Library, 1948}, P• 361. 
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The public l:io raries in the Unfted Sta tea which 
reported on the 16 millimeter film lending service 
they are conducting in their communities circulated 
70, 314 films which were shown to approximately 
3,728,428 people during the month of March 1953. 
These libraries served a total population of 
:31,996,009. 
These figures show the rapid expansion of the public 
library audience for the 16 millimeter non-theatrical film. 
Following the development of individual film collections 
for use in a specific area serviced by one large public 
library, another project arose which has proved itself success-
ful as a film distributing center for those libraries which 
cannot afford large collections. This is the Library Film 
Circuit, which started with two experimental circulation pro-
jects, one in n_orthern Ohio, and another in the State of 
Missouri, both made possible through grants from the Carnegie 
Corporation of New York. Through this system many libraries 
are serviced with film packages made up of several pre-selec-
ted films reserved in advance, and distri buted regularly 
through one parent library with a Reserve Deposit FilmCollec-
tion. The libraries joining the circuit contribute money for 
the cost of the Reserve Deposit. Today there aTe over ten 
film circui ts throughout the United States. Same of these are 
_ administered by (1) public libraries ( i. e. Northern Califor-
nia Film Circuit by the Richmond Public Library) ( 2) ita te 
Film Libraries (i. e. Georgia Film Circuit, Missouri State 
1American Library Association Film Office, Public Librarf 
Film Sta tistics (New York: American Library Association, 1953 
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Library), and some by {3) state departments of education (i. e. 
Massachusetts).1 
These film circuits have been important in solving the 
distribution problem, 2 and it seems probable that similar 
systems will be devel0ped in areas where such a need exists. 
Although the administration of film service in public 
libraries varies a great deal throughout the country, several 
basic procedures are common to most of the circulation audio-
visual materials; for exampl'e, the purchasing, cataloging, 
shelving, circulation, booking, inspecting and repairing of 
films. The services of mast libraries are free, and the 
majority lend films only to groups (rather than individuals) 
within a certainggeographic area. Films are usually booked, 
or reserved in advance, and are leaned for a period of twenty-
four to forty-eight hours. Statistical records are kept show-
ing (1) the number of films booked monthly, ( 2) the number of 
showings for each film, (3) the total audience for each film, 
and (4) the various organizational type audience units accord-
ing to the standards adopted by the Audio-Visual Committee of 
1cecile Starr, Ideas ~ E!1! (New York: Funk and Wagnalls, 
1951), :p. 21 
2nistribution begins where production leaves off and ends 
when the right film arrives at the right place at the right 
time. Effective distribution concerns itself with the opera-
tion of film libraries, availability of projection facilities 
and operators, and information on the part of the audiences as 
to what films are available for their own needs. cf. C. R. 
Reagan, "Distribution," Films for International Understanding 
(New York: Educational Film ~ibrar~Association, 1947) : 
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the American Library Association. These rules and procedures 
may vary from library to library depending upon the size and 
policy of each institution, and of the community which it 
serves. 1 
Today, the use of the film in public libraries is being 
considered by more and more people, along with mcst librar-
ians, as an important and effective instrument for recreation 
and informal education. 
The old library outlook is over and done with. 
It served its day and, indeed, the spread of popu-
lar education which the schools and the libraries 
have effected has been one of the initial forces 
making for the great upsurge of human effort which 
it has been our exciting privilege in this genera-
tion to witness. But the new problems involve new 
methods, the essential job of popular education to 
which they once enthusiastically dedicated them-
selves will pass to others; and it may well pass 
to people who have perhaps a less profound tradi-
tion of public service and a less unselfish con-
ception of community interest. That today is one 
of the greatest dangers which confronts ue. I do 
not sf;Y that the daf of ~ books 1! ~' _but tlie 
eta{ o tlie"""'boOlCs .Q!l!t~ _ certain~z ~· It is 
o Information t~is needed today; in fact, it 
is not information that is sought. It is enlight-
enment, and that is a very different thing, 
involving, as it does, the dramatic process of 
sparking the mind and the heart into new hope, new 
vision, new realization and new efforts in citizen-
ship. 
· From the beginning it was never the amount of 
it, but rather the manner of it that counted, and 
it is to the manner of that we ought now to 
address ourselves. I shall put it shortly by say-
ing that the complex of information today is so 
great that we have at all costs to present it i~ a 
form which can, in fact, be absorbed. Informat1on 
~oyt R. Galvin, "Films in Public Libraries," Librarz 
~ournal, 72:18, October 15, 1947, pt. 2. 
r 
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in itself is cold stuff. Information of distant 
peoples and distant problems is particularly cold. 
It has to be brought alive and it has, in the last 
instance, to be brought home.l 
Q. The Place £! ~Boston Public Library~ -~ Development 
of ~ Ei!! Collection. 
The Boston Public Library was one of the six public 
libraries in 1942 owning a 16 millimeter projector. However, 
it was not until November , 1947 that financial resources for 
the purchase of films became available. Three thousand dollars 
was added to the budget of the Deputy Super·visor in Charge of 
Work with Adults, and the film serYicee were to be .carried on 
as a part o:r the activities of that office. This was in keep-
ing with a pattern set by some of the libraries who had 
pioneered in film utilization. The funds were used to provide 
in Boston a basic collection of approx1mately fif-ty filibs. 
From November, 194'7, t.o April, 1CJ48, films wer·e available 
only within the Boston Library system. They were used for 
adult education programs held in the lecture aall of ~ne 
~entral library building in Copley Square, and for showings in 
various branches, However, enthusiasm for the programs · pre-
sented a demand by the public for circulation outside of the 
library. This demand became so great that early in 1Y49 it 
was decided to extend the film service on a free loan basis to 
card-holding groups and organizations ou·tsid.e the librax·y ou·i;. 
1 Grierson, Grierson on Documentary, p. 275. 
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within the city proper. 
This decision reached, it became immediately important 
for the Boston Public Library to survey its collection and to 
compare it with those of other public libraries throughout the 
country. It was difficult to make this comparison until the 
American Library Association published its film statistics on 
public libraries. 
Two years later the Boston o:f:'fice 's figures showed that 
the 205 prints then held in their film collection placed it 
fourteenth in rank among the libraries reporting. 
In January, 1951, the film collection was moved to per-
manent quarters in the new Audio-Visual Center of the library, 
sharing space with an enlarged record collection. Today (1954) 
with an annual budget of approximately $10,000 {it variee 
from year to year) and a collection of approximately 700 11 
millimeter sound films, this library circulates its films to 
over 1000 groups and organizations. 
The staff at the present time consists of: ~a ::: s.upervisor, a 
circulation assistant, a technical advisor trained in addio-
visual techniques, and two projectionist-technicians. 
Within the library system, film showings are held in 
twenty of the thirty-three branch libraries, while special pro-
grams are held regularly in the lecture hall and audio-visual 
preview room. It thus becomes clear that with its increased 
resources and services the library has taken on greater 
responsibilities. 
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Films in the Boston collection are chosen by a Film 
Previewing Committee of staff members. Occasionally citizens 
of the community are invited to aid the committee in selec-
ting films of a specialized nature. The purchased films are 
then available for loan to card-kolding organizations withi n 
the city proper . "Sponsored'' films, which are deposited on a 
free loan basis by various government and industrial agencies, 
may be loaned to any group regardless of its location. 
A responsible officer in the group is required to sign a 
registration card and to take the responsibility for the loss 
or damage of the film. The library does not supply projectors 
or other equipment to outside organizations. Films must be 
picked up at the central library by a person presenting the 
organization's film card, as there is no film-mailing service . 
It is requested that reservations for the films be made at 
least twenty-four hours in advance of showing either by tele-
phone, or in person in the Audio-Visual Department. Loans are 
for a twenty-four hour period, except over week-ends, when 
film picked up on Friday may be returned as late as nine p. m. 
the following Monday. Borrowers are fined twenty-five cents 
am hour on each film held over the date due. Minor repairs, 
such as breaks and torn leaders, are replaced by the techni-
cal members of the staff. Such major damage as torn sprocket 
holes, etc. must be accounted for by the borrower, and the 
group is charged the amount it costs the library to replace 
the damaged footage. 
This means that all films loaned to borrowers are inspec-
ted and repaired after each group showing. To do this, ade-
quate equipment and personnel is necessa ry. A workroom to be 
used for repairing and cleaning films is provided, along with 
storage space and metal humidified cabinets for filing the 
films alphabetically by title. A cross-index card catalog, 
filed by Dewey decimal number and subject heading, is kept in 
the office of the Deputy Supervisor in Charge of Work with 
Adults. 
The library owns five projectors, three of which are 
shuttled between branches not having their own projectors. 
Four branches own their own machines. 
Of the seven hundred films in the Boston collection, five 
hundred and thirty are on the young adult, college, and adult 
level, while only one hundred and sixty, or twenty-three per 
cent, are classified as children's films. Of this one hun-
dred and sixty, fifty are listed for use with primary age 
children and one hundred and ten for use with children on the 
elementary age level. Film titles are under a variety of 
subject headings, including music, art, history, human rela-
tions, mental hea lth, literature, social documentaries, 
nature, fairy stories, travel, etc. A catalog with complete 
annotations on every film is at present being compiled. 
Today, the Boston Public Library ranks eleventh among the 
more than one hundred and fifty libraries reporting on their 
16 mill imeter film l ending services to the American Library 
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Association. In May, 1953, the Boston Library had a film 
circulation of approximately one thousand one hundred and 
fifteen prints, with a total audience of seventy thousand 
people.l Like other libraries utilizing the film it is now 
the duty of the Boston Public Library to select and circUla te 
those films which will a id in carrying out the objectives of 
the public libraries in the United States.2 
On the facade of this beautiful building now celebrating 
its one hundredth anniversary as the oldest free public 
library in the United States are written these words: "Built 
by the people a nd dedicated to the advancement of learning." 
The Boston Public Library realizes that films are important in 
this advancement of learning, since they gr aphically portray 
ideas and experiences not easily available to all peoples. 
To further this education, it presents to the people filme 
through which they may gain a deeper understanding of life, 
culture, and philosophy of the world a round them. 
lAmerican Library Association Film Office, Public ~ary 
~ Sta tistics, March, 1953. 
2cla rence E. Sherman, "The Definition of Library Oljj"ec-
tives," Current · Issues in Librat:z Administratron (Carleton B. 
J'oeckel, editor; Chicago: iJni vera i ty of Ch1~.ago Press, 1939), 
p. 22. 
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Chapter II 
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
It is the purpose of this study (1) to compare the cri-
teria used by two groups of film users in Metropolitan Boston 
in their selection and use of children's films, one group 
composed of library staff members, and one composed of the 
outside borrowers; (2) to investigate the criteria stated, or 
implied, in the literature of this field; and (3) to suggest 
eri teria which might be satisfactorily used by both groups for 
further investigation. 
In pursuit of this, the writer questioned what norms are 
used in purchase of children's films by the selection com-
mittee of the Boston Public Library. What agreement, if any, 
exists between the selectors and the users of library films? 
Are the children's -librarians themselves satisfied with the 
selections made by their eo-workers? How are these films 
being used, and what is the purpose of the children's film in 
libraries? 
A. ru Purpose .2f ~ Children·~ Film in Libr:arz ,~ 
Collecti~. 
The American Library Association states that the public 
library has become an educational _unit co-ordinate with the 
public school. 
tially its own. 
Each library, however, has objectives essen-
These usually include (1) providing the 
- ..= -=----
means for self-education and recreational reading; (2) giving 
education and advice through use of materials in library col-
lections; (3) spreading information and ideals necessary to 
the present welfare and future advancement of the community; 
and (4) strengthening and extending appreciation of cultural 
and spiritual values of life.1 
This idea discards the notion among some librarians and 
others who feel that the library is merely a place for the 
distribution of books. It does establish the fact that the 
public library is a "social institution of profound import."2 
If the school is using films in the classroom for educational 
purposes, then it is helpful if the library, as an educational 
and information center of the community, can complement the 
school program by providing additional films. 
In speaking of" the progressive children's librarian who 
is concerned with her responsibility to the child, Lillian H. 
Smith asks: 
Is it not the library's responsibility to 
provide the books that will give his imagination, 
intelligence, curiosity and experience satisfac-
tory material to grow on, and that will provide 
1 John Adams Lowe, "Interpretation of the Public Library," 
current Issues ~~ Library Administration (Carleton B. Jaeckel, 
editor; ~hicago:-university of Chicago Press, 1939), P• 322. 
2 Ibid., p. 323. 
-
--------
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an escape from the standardization which lessens 
his opportunity to develop his own imaginings?l 
Cannot this question be asked also of the library in its 
responsibility in providing films for childreti? 
This does not mean tbat the pu.blic library must duplicate 
the films seen in the classroom. Robert D. Leigh says that 
libraries do not have to become general agenci~s of organized 
education. They should, however, attempt to stimulate, guide• 
and even initiate educational and cultural activities in their 
communities, furnishing the materials and 1:.he essential 
skilled services for these activities. Similarly. libraries 
co-operate with the public and private schools by providing 
rich materials of' enlig.ntenment and recreation, and expert 
guidance in their use. 2 
The li-brary film is a part of that rich material, pro-
viding enlightenment and recreation. Today more and more 
children's film titles are appearing in libraries in order to 
provide fare for children which will fulfill the objectives of 
the public library in the United States. Children's libz·ar:i. .. 
-· 
ans, film librarian~, and preview selection committees in 
these libraries must select films for the child which can be 
used in pleasant, informal surroundings. Such films should 
1
-Ltlll:an H. Snli th, 11 'l'he Library's Responsibility f6r the 
Child, n ~ Librarz ..2£ Tomorrow (:Millex· Danton, editor; 
Chicago: ~erican Library Association, 1939), p. 124-32. 
2nouglas Waples, "People and Libraries," Current ~2 
in Libra!l Administration, p. 355. 
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not only be enl ightening and informative, but recreational. 
These films are to be the instruments of education and infor-
mation which will stimulate reading and discussion, awaken the 
child's interest in the world around him beyond the classroom, 
and enlarge his capacity for appreciation and production in 
the cultural fields. This is the purpose of the children's 
library filml 
~· ~~ £! Selection. 
One of the m~ t important concerns in any public library's 
film collection development is the procedure of film selec-
tion. As a member of the Audio-Visual Department of the 
Boston Public Library for a period of three years, this 
writer's familiarity and experiences with the problems which 
arise in the selecting and circulating ot· films were valuable 
in conducting this study. 
In the early days, a.s each new library joined the ranks 
of institutional film-users, it became engrossed in the 
mechanics of setting up an Audio-Visual Department, or a Film 
Circulation Bureau. The general practice was to rely on the 
experiences and selections of the longer-established film 
libraries. This tended to result in;a follow-the-leader type 
of expansion, that had the smaller film libraries pursuing 
the policies and practices of the institutions which pio-
neered, and which now had larger collections. Lists of good 
films, considered basic titles for a new collection, were 
3!3 
published in such library periodicals a s the f!£rar;r .Journal, 
the ~ican Librar;r Associat..!2!! Bulletin, the Wilson Bulle-
~, etc. Interested libraries accepted this blanket recom-
mendation and purchased severa l of the films often sight 
unseen. 
The film collection of the Boston Public Library, 
especially in the early stages of development, bad been based 
on the recammended and tested titles found to be "reliable" 
by other libraries and educational institutions using films. 
Today, with close to one hundred a nd fifty ltbraries 
circulating films, the methods of selec tion are basically the 
same as they were in 194? when there were but twelve librar-
ies with such services. Libraries planning to set up a film 
collection, along with those already circulating films, still 
depend to a great degree almost completely upon catalogs of 
other library collections, lists of titles supplied by the 
American Library Association Film Office, and an increased 
number of film reviews appearing in a variety of library 
and educational periodicals in choosing films of their own. 
Generally speaking, these are the basic methods of pro-
cedure of public libraries throughout the country in estab-
lishing their film collections. 
More recently, however, along with the information 
found in periodicals and prepared lists, a new method of 
selecting film s is rapidly developing. This is the personal 
previewing of prospective films, which according to most 
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leaders in the audio-visual field is the bes t method. Mar-
garet Rufsvold says: 
T~e.only_apprpved.method for selecting and 
appra1s1ng f1lms 1s f1rst hand prev i ew and exper-
ience. Even the best evaluations when made by 
others can be only guides to selection.l 
Today most (but regrettably not all) public libraries now 
hold film previews in order to select the films to be pur-
chased for circulation and library use. A1 though the details 
of preview methods may vary fr~ library to library, basically 
they all rely on similar procedures. Usually the librarian in 
charge of the film collection selects one particular film from 
a commercial catalog annotation, a film review in a current 
periodical, or on the strength of an interesting "blurb" from 
a film producer' s a dvertisement. This film is then requested 
on approval from the distributor, or producer, to be sent to 
the library for personal preview. Usually the film librarian 
receives a letter conf i rming the film request, stating whether 
or not the title is available for the date desired, and if it 
is ava ilable, the date upon which the print may be expected. 
Moat film producing companies and distributors send prints to 
be used exclusively for preview ,meetinga. This fact must be 
considered upon viewing the film, as oftentimes the prevrew 
print may be sc ratched or worn from use. On the other hand, 
some companies send brand new prints which may be kept upon a 
lMargaret I. Ruf!!Vold, ~io-Visual _§Sho£ L~b~ar:v ~­
~ (Chicago : .American Library Association, 1949}, p. 19. 
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decision to purchase. 
In most large libraries, such as Boston, previews are held 
weekly, while i n ~ smaller librartes monthly screenings may suf-
fice. The films may be previewed in the library by one person, 
or by a small, select group of people, made up of staff members 
of the library, i. e. those of the Audio-Visual and Adult Educ-
ation Departments. It may include film bookers and clerical 
assistants, librarians who specialize in particular fields, or 
in work with adults, with young people, and with children. 
Often members of the community may be invited to attend the 
previews of films related to their respective professional 
pursuits. It is well to have at least three people on a pre-
view committee. 
In some libraries written evaluation of the film pre-
viewed is made, while in others such formality is not evident. 
Films are rated on a uniform, library-organized and planned 
review sheet, or a similar one made up by an outside organiza-
tion. In other libraries where there is no formal report, 
films are discussed immediately after the preview, oral evalu-
ations made, and a majority vote taken before the decision for 
purchase is made. 
The Boston Public Library does not rate or evaluate films 
formally, although it does have a review sheet. Recently, 
however, Boston has started to contribute reviews to the 
Educational Film Library Association. Such reports made on 
EFLA's forms are used in conjunction with their evaluation card 
service. 
Some of the general points taken into consideration by 
library preview selection committees are cost, accuracy of the 
information, suitability of subject matter, quality of photo-
graphy, quality of color, acting, sound, age level, manner of 
presentation, degree of achievement of initial purpose, and 
'Worth-whileness" of the fundamental idea. 
In most cases decision for either purchase or rental of 
films depends entirely on the majority vote of the members of 
the committee, but often (even though the preview committee 
consists of a large group) the final decision is left to the 
film librarian in charge. 
If the approval for purchase is given, the film is 
ordered in the usual manner by the library 1 s order department, 
and the preview print is returned to the distributor or pro- . 
ducer. When received the print is accessioned, processed, 
cataloged, labeled and promptly put into circulation. 
Q. Sources for Critical Film Reviews. 
- -----
Although it is felt that the personal preview is the best 
method for selecting and appraising films, several lists have 
been published in recent years which can serve as guides for 
building a basic collection in the average public library. 
Among books, periodicals, and prepared lists there may be 
found many 16 millimeter annotations and critical reviews 
indispensable to the librarian choosing films to preview. 
II 
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The book Ideas ~ Film,l edited by Cecile Starr, is an 
excellent source of critical comment and reviews. It is a 
collection of articles about films compiled from the Saturday 
Review through its Film Forum and Ideas on Film departments. 
Facts about notable films are scattered throughout the text, 
together with many ideas concerning audio-visual theory and 
utilizab ion methods. ~hapter VII, entitled "Film Reviews," 
includes a large number of films which should at least be con-
sidered for placement in every library collection. They are 
wiitten by leaders in the 16 millimeter movie field and 
represent an honest attempt to present critical appraisal of 
non-theatrical material, and as such are very valuable. 
The pamphlet Films ~ Public Libraries2 selected by the 
Publica tions Committee of the American Library Aes~eiation 
Audio-Visual Board, is also a handy list. The descriptive 
notes are scanty, but the inclusion o:r a film in this list 
constitutes a positive appraisal. However , the librarian him-
self must decide the purpose and effectiveness of each item. 
"Basic Buying List of Films Recommended for First Pur-
chase, tt3 compiled by Patricia Blair and Paul Gratke , is 
1ceci1e Starr, Ideas on Film (New York: Funk and Wagnalls, 
----1951) 
2American Library Association, Films ~ Public Libraries 
(Chicago: American Library As sociation, 1951) . 
3patricia Blair and Paul Gratke, "Basic Buying List of 
Films Recommended for First Purchase," Library .Journal, 72: 
October 15, 1947. 
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similar to Films ~ Public Libraries. It was published 
before the latter, but includes many different items of a 
general type, .presented in the same brief and concise style. 
~American Heritage..!.!! Films,1 a selected list of 16 
millimeter motion pictures compiled by the American Library 
Association Audio-Visual Board is a more recent basic guide. 
It is highly selective, but, excepting a brief description of 
contents, it offers little information. 
For current sources, the Educational Film Library Asso-
ciation, a national organization devoted to furthering the 
production, distribution and utilization of educational films, 
publishes evaluating cards. These EFLA cards are one of the 
most valuable sources ot· current reviews now available. 
Institutional members of the as~ociation, including the Boston 
Public Library, submit appraisals of films on special forms. 
these are reprinted with trade information, Dewey classifica-
tion numbers, order numbers, and a relatively long annotation 
which is highly organized under the following headings: Sub-
ject area, evaluator, synopsis, uses, age level, technical 
comment, and rating. Each film is rated by one or more 
institutions, and the cards are sent to members of the asso-
ciation once a month. 
"Ideas on Film , ~2 by Ceo ile Starr (editor of the book of 
1American Library Association, The American Heritage 1g 
Films {Chicago: American Library Association, 195!j 
2 Cecile Starr, "Ideas on .:&'ilm," Saturdaz Review. 
the same name) is printed only occasionally in the Saturdal 
Review, a well-known literary magazine. The em~hasis here is 
more on scholarly films with literary values. The treatment 
of the articles and reviews in this periodical vary from mere 
mention in a classified list to lengthy articles on selected 
films. 
Film ~,1 a professional journal published nine times a 
year, contains many article-lemgth reviews which are of value 
to the film librarian. Film reviews are classi f ied under the 
subject headings "Businessand Industry," "Religious and Inter-
cultural•" This periodica1 has recently instit'l"'ed a practice 
of issuing a small leaflet entitled "Previews and Reviews, 11 2 
which is issued irregularly to subscribers. Each sheet is 
composed of articles on a given subject, which have appeared 
in Film ~.during the preceding months. lt contains much 
useful information and is a handy, composite listing within 
its partictilar subject field. 
The Film World-Audio-Visual World News Magazine3is one 
monthly publica tion compri s ed of two separate magazines. 
Film reviews a re printed in the latter section. Known a s "The 
1Film News, (New York) 
-- . 
2npreviews a nd Reviews," Film News (:Uew York) 
-- . 
3E!!!!! World-Autlio Visual World .~ . Jla.ga.zin~ 
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Fil m Pa rade Reviewed," these pages list upward of forty films 
alphabetically by t t itle, giving c omplete trade information, 
class if ication, notes on the contents , a nd critical c~ents 
by the reviewer. These unsigned reviews are r a ted on educa -
tional value and level, with additional remarks on audience 
reaction. 
"Evaluation of New Films,"l edited by L. C.• Larson, is 
pr i nted monthly i n Educational Screen magazine. Here extended 
reviews i nclude complete trade information, description of 
content s, a nd a n appraisa l by a committee of three evaluators 
who are identified at the beginning of the .section. 
~ ~ ~,2 another trade journa l, is highly regarded 
by profess ionals as one of the best sources of film reviews. 
It contains a number of good, well-organized articles of con-
siderable length a nd completeness. In addition, brief notes 
about new releases are grouped under the department called 
"New Materials." 
Aud!,£-Visual Guide,3 a monthly publication, is of some 
value to the libraria n because of its subject approach. 
Although the notes are quite short, the subject groupings are 
organized alphabet!cal l y, with purpose a nd scope in mind. All 
lists a re signed by reviewers who are fully identified, and 
1 L. c. Larson, "Eva luation of New Films," Educational 
Screen (Chicago) 
2~ a nd ~ (Chdcago) 
3~~-Visual Guide 
------ ~~ 
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each section is preceded by a directory of distributors and s 
studios. 
The Educational Film Library Association (EFLA) service 
supplement has issued ten-tatively a pamphlet called the "E.!!m 
Review Digest.1 The first issue was sent to members in May, 
1953, as the first of a planned eight issues per year. This 
four-page leaflet is highly selective, giving short quotations 
from the reviews of several magazines, principally those 
mentioned previously in this study. Trade informa.tion is com-
plete, but neither a directory of periodicals nor an explana-
tion of selection is given. 
The Library ~urnal2 evaluates the new films on a semi-
monthly ba s is placing emphasis on films for general rather 
than curriculum use. Slides and filmstrips are covered as well 
as 16 millimeter films. These are important to the librarian, 
. ' 
for they stress the films thought to be important library 
material. Mrs. Patricia Blair, film adviser to the American 
Library Association, is in charge of the film review section, 
assisted by a panel of outstanding leaders in the library 
audio-visual program. 
A new addition to the ever-increasing nmnber of film 
information and review pamphlets is the news-sheet Ruehes3 
:Film Review Digest (New York: Educational Film Library 
As soc~ation) 
2Librarz Journal (New York: R. R. Bowker Company) 
3~ Rushes (Evanston, Ill.: Film Council of America) 
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ma iled free of charge to members of the Film Council of Am i er . ca . 
Since it s appearance in Oc tober of 1953 it has won general 
approva l . A four-page galley-size bulletin, with one or two 
pages of ea ch issue, devoted to news items of genera l interest 
in the field of educational and cultural communicati .ons, it 
stresses non-theatrical films. 
Mention shoUld be made here of the H. w. Wilson Educa-
17+onal FJJ:m.. Gui~l No film library collection or film 
informa tion center should be without this aid. The latest 
edition of the Wilson Film Guide, classifying films by the 
Dewey deci.mal system, includes over 11,000 titles of non-
theatrica l 16 millimeter films. They are indexed by subJect 
headings as well as titles, and often refer to sources for 
locating a more complete review. 
Aga i n, and it must be stressed, the best annotated film 
lists do not take the place of previewing, if the library 
hopes to provide guidance in the use of the proper film at the 
right time and place. These basic selection aids are merely 
tools, and should be used only as such. 
D. Subjeq! Interest lli!!ationshi:p _between Borrowers ~ 
Selector~ ~ Library Films. 
Although audio-visual research has done much to make 
pos si bl e informationa l and educationa~ advances in such area s 
lwi lson E!!! Guide (New York: H. w. Wilson Company) 
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as retention and recall, utilization, and interest stimulation. 
still little attention has been given to the investigation of 
film-user preferences and the areas of their subject interests. 
An investigation of the research literature in the audio~ 
visual field undertaken in connection with this study showed a 
noticeable lack of information on film-borrowing groups' 
expressed subject interests. The reference of Dale, Finn, and 
Hoban to the twenty-seven status s~rveys of the audio-visual 
field, conducted between 1940 and 1947, is illustrative.! 
there was a noticeable lack of concern with areas that would 
be of importance to libraries, such as selection techniques, 
and methods of appraising:-;group intere s t s or wants. 
Svenson and Sheats2 made a contribution when they pub-
lished data on the uses made of films in adult selection of 
material in the field, but they omitted all reference to 
children's films. 
The report based on the survey of the Ferguson Library ot 
Stamford, Connecticut3 was an attempt to measure results, 
lEdgar Dale, J-.D. Finn, and c. F. Hoban, .Tr., "Research 
on Audio-Vist;tal Materials," ~ortf-Eighth Yearbook .Q! ~ 
National Soc1etr tg! the Studl ~ Education, 1949, p. 254. 
~. v. Svenson and P. K. Sheats, "Audio Visual Aids in 
Adult Education," Review of Educational Research, 20:216-23, 
Jillie, 1950. -
3 nstamford Surveys Provide Basic Film Info1·mation," 
Librarz .rournal, 74:898-900, .rune 1, 1949. 
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weigh policies ,and determine future activities in connection 
with its film program. Some of the findings of the survey did 
show that animal, sport, and travel films are the most often 
borrowed. ~he complete information on this survey was 
reported in the Librarz Journal for 3-une, 1949. 
Out of one hundred and sixty-three bibliographic refer-
ences cited ·oy Dale, Finn, and Hoban1 there is 'none that con-
tains a direct approach to the topic of subject preference and 
film selection. 
Due to the lack of information on film borrowers' prefer-
ences, the Boston Public Library made an attempt on its own 
to gather information in developing the size and scope of a 
film service along the line of maximum usefulness. In the 
fall of 1949, questionnaires were mailed to eight hundred 
organizations whose names were obtained £rom the files of the 
~ffice of the Boston Public Library's Deputy Supervisor in 
Charge of Work with Adults. The majority of names were 
included as prospective borrowers so as to learn, by means of 
the que s tionnaire, how many of them would be interested in 
u s ing the service. At the time of this survey the library 
has one hundred a nd twelve registered borrowers and one hun-
dred and ninety-eight film titles in the collection. From 
this survey the library hoped to determine the following 
1nale, Finn and Hoba n, "Research on Audio-Visual Materi-
a ls , " p. 284-293. 
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f act s : (1) the way i n which it wa s meeting the needs of its 
one hundred and t welve registered film borrowers, (2) the 
merits a nd demerits of its selection poli.cies. Answers were 
received from two hundred and thirty-six groups out of eight 
hundred pro spects--a return of twenty-eight per cent. 
A deta i l ed analysis of the Boston Library survey was 
underta ken in 1952 by Mr. Maurice Rahilly, former assistant in 
the office of the Deputy Supei·visor of Work with Adults.l 
The general conclusion which emerged from his study is sta ted 
bel ow. 
I. Groups do have specific interests in films 
which can be analyzed with the results to be 
used to contribute to improved selection of 
films and knowledge of subject interests. 
II. The high interest in problem areas is indic-
a tive of the recognition that groups give to 
the film medium for its contributions to 
problem s ea rching a nd solving. 
III. Libra ries should take note of and provide for 
the high interest in such subject areas as 
Personal , Group, Human _and International 
Relations by making timely accessions and 
prompting the circulation of films dealing 
with them . 
rv. There is still a definite tendency for film 
borrowers to think of film usage in terms 
of entertainment or diversion, as evi-
denced by the i nterest expressed in sports 
and travel. It should be an a im of the 
film librarian to capitalize on these special 
interests by emphasizing their educational 
va lues, and using them a s "stepping stones" 
to better film areas. 
! Maurice F. Rahilly, "Subject Interes ts of Groups and 
organi za tions i n Films Borrowed from the Boston Public Li -
br ary , 11 (term paper, Simmons College, Boston, 1952) P• 22 . 
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V. The interest expressed in area s concerned with 
personal a nd social improvement, e. g. ~uve­
nile Delinquency, Health and Hygiene, and 
Safety Education; cultural concerns, e. g. 
Music, History and Government; and human 
relations should be encouraging to those 
emphasizing the educational values of the 
16 millimeter film. 
VI. There is a decided lack of interest on the 
part of film borrowers in subjects: 
1. Familiar , e. g~ Books and Reading, 
Home Economics. · 
2. Technical, e. g. Aeronautics or 
Specia lized, such as 6onservation 
or Communications. 
3. Closely related to oc cupational 
pursuits, e. g. Training, Indus-
trial Rela tions and Vocations. 
A critical study of this survey and it s a nalysi s indica-
ted fields for further investigation. Of the eight hundred 
questionnaires mailed out, only one hundred and twelve of 
those group s contacted were registered borrawers actually 
using films from the library collection. This meant that six 
hundred and eighty-eight of the groups receiving question-
naires were only potential borrowers, and were not using 
films from the library at the time the survey was conducted. 
The que s tionnaires were not sent to librarians. 
Out of the twenty-seven subject areas tested in this 
survey, work with children, a major area of the library's 
--
province , was neglected, Like similar research projects 
investigated in relation to this study, children's films and 
interests, outside of the classroom, were either considered 
- - --- - ---=- --==-
of minor importance, or mmitted entirely. 
The main purposes of organization of work with 
children in a public library are to provide, 
maintaiD and promote professional serrice to and 
for children in the entire community. 
If the above statement is to hold true, film selection 
for children, as well as book selection, must be given full 
consideration in the modern library. 
In what way then has the Boston Public Library fulfilled 
the needs of the large number of groups recently borrowing 
films for children•s programs? Has the library fulfilled the 
needs of the children's librarians and others who are trying 
to satisfy the educational and recreational desires of their 
patrons? 
Direct contact with the borrowers was one way in which 
to generalize on answers to these questions. The writer, a 
member of the film selection cammittee with a sincere interest 
in films , found it difficult to remaiD objective in personally 
interviewing borrowers. However, after three months of 
informal questioning of a number of regular borrowers of 
children's film (including museums, settlement-houses, boys' 
and girls' clubs, churches and schools) several conclusions 
were reached. 
The first and foremost wf these was an obvious need for 
more children's films. In a recent cheek of registered groups, 
----------------
lEffie L. Power, Work with Children in Public Libraries 
(Chicage: American Library ASSOciation, 1943} p. 23:---
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more than half of the library's borrowers (five hundred organ-
iza tions) were using children's films, yet only one hundred 
and sixty out of seven hundred, or approximately twenty-three 
per cent of the prints in the collection were classified as 
children's fare. With less than one quarter of the collection 
devoted to the child's interests and more than half the bor-
rowers calling for children's films, it is clear that the 
demand exceeded the supply. Many groups bad used all of the 
films for children in the collection and were repeating show-
ings of films used before. In bQoking advance programs it 
became very difficult to give tQ some organizations new and 
varied selections. 
Again, through personal questioning, an investiga tion was 
made as to how well liked or how successful these one hundred ,-. 
and sixty films were with children. Although there seemed to 
be a demand for more films of a purely amusing nature, i. e. 
cartoons, sports, full-length features, which the library did 
not supply, most of the borrowers appeared to be satisfied 
with the library's selections. 
Over a three-month period a study was made of the 
reports returned with each film. Four hundred borrowers of 
fifty children's films restricted their comments on "audience 
reaction" for the most part to one word, 1. e. excellent, 
good, fair or poor. One hundred other borrowers returned 
what could be called a detailed reaction to the films. These, 
unlike the first, expressed a definite interest in the 
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quality and age level of the film, and the children's attitude 
toward it. 
Examples: Film Title: "Little Gray Neck" 
Date Shown: 5/29/54 
Organization: Nursery Training School 
No. of Persons: Thirty 
Audience Reaction: Varied. Any child under 
six years needed a great 
deal of assurance that it 
was make believe and all 
came out all right. Three 
year olds had to leave. 
The few who were over six 
enjoyed it very much. 
Film Title: "The Toymaker" 
Da te Shown: 6/19/54 
Organization: Oak Square Methodist Church 
No. of Persons: Seventy 
Audience Reaction: Most appreciative. I have 
-- reacted to few films as 
favorably as this one. It 
should be shown to every 
boy and girl possible. It 
also has religious impli-
ca tions which are excel-
lently portrayed. I could 
not thank BPL enough for 
the privilege of showing 
this film to my groups. 
Film Title: "Riders of the New Forest" 
Date Shown: 4/19/54 
Organization: Franklin Hill Club 
Nd. of Persons: Sixty 
Audience Reaction: The adventure story told in 
·· this picture kept each and 
every child interested. The 
roundup and grooming of' the 
horses was the main topic 
of discussion with the boys 
of the nine to eleven age 
group. The entire group 
were 1n suspense at the 
time of the reclaiming of 
the horses. 
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Al though the preceding examples are all favorable, there 
are some which are unfav orable. These are few, however. Some 
comments were even more detailed than these, but this type is 
rare. 
Problems similar to those of the outside groups exist 
within the library system. The most urgent is (or remains) 
the need for more children•s films. Repetition cannot be 
avoided and becomes a problem when planning programs six 
months in advance of the actual showing. Branches can, how-
ever, substitute new films as they arrive much more easily 
than can the community borrowers. 
The film report cards are extremely important in the case 
of branch film showings. There can be much more control here, 
and the branch librarians are requested to make detailed com-
ments on each fi l m. A careful analysis of these reports shows 
that for the most part the librarians are satisfied with the 
selections made by the preview committee. 
It was also observed that there was some lack of co-ordi-
nation between the selectors and the borrowers of films. The 
preview committee is at present made up of nine members. Only 
two of these are children's librarians actively engaged in 
children's work. Up to the present time no others than 
Boston Public Library staff members have been present when 
wuch films as these are being shown. The distinction between 
a classroom film and a library film is often a major consid-
eration. As the Boston Public Library film collection is not 
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organized to service the schools, films which are felt to be 
too ins tructional or designed for tea chi ng purposes are 
rejected. However , there is still some question as to where 
to dr aw the line between a library and a classroom film. 
One sometimes hears such questions a s, "Is the film too 
enterta ining?" or "Is the film too talky?" raised by members 
of the committee. These and other similar questions arise so 
frequently that, it is apparent, a good definition of the 
"l:i"brary" film is imperative. The enthusiasm of some librar-
i ans for certain films has often led them to purchase many 
movies that f a il to meet either the needs or the interests of 
those who are using them. Seeing a great number of films 
produced for children which were considered too poor for pur-
chase, e1 ther because of' technical quality or subject matter , 
made the writer aware of the shortage of worthwhile children's 
films being produced. 
If any conclusions are to be drawn from these ~~~­
tiona, one is that there is a definite need existing for more 
research on the interests of both children's librarians and 
groups outside the library borrowing children's films. It was 
decided to compile a questionnaire with which to survey such 
groups. The result might aid in assisting library film selec-
tion committees to purchase the most desirable children's 
films. such a questionnaire might also be of value in other 
areas outside library work, such as child psychology, mass 
communications, motion-picture production and education. 
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Would it be too much to hope that it w·ould hasten the appea r-
ance of more and better children's films? 
5:3 
Chapter III 
PROCEDURE AND DESIGN OF STD~Y 
Upon the completion of the three month period of observa-
tion and personal interview, it was decided that in order to 
acquire more definite and concrete information a questionnaire ! 
in relation to this study should be drawn up. 
!• .§!!£~ets-~Selection -~- Limita tions __ Thereof. 
The population to be covered by this questionnaire was 
restricted to fifty people, and limited to two main groups • 
. 
Group I. Professional Librarians: Thirty professional 
staff members of the Boston Public Li"t:>rary. This group was 
composed of (twenty-two) children's librarians, library 
assistants working with children, and branch librarians con• 
ducting children's film programs. Also included were (eight) 
members of the Boston Public Library film preview selection 
committee. Only one of the subjects questioned on the pre-
view committee was not a trained li.brarian, but an audio-
v~sual technician. 
Group II. Community Borrowe1·s: A selec"ted. lis-e of 
(twenty) regular children • s film borrowing groups f'or pro-
grams outside of the library. While a number of organizations;l 
use the films service periodically and in varying degrees, an 
eff'ort ·was made in selecting this group to include only those II 
organizations which had regularly borrowed films over a long 
--- -:::,_- -...:=-.--==---~- -- -=--
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period of time. They included two museums, four settlement 
/, houses, one nursery school, four boys' ana girls' clubs, six 
1/ schools, ana three church groups. 
~. Questionn~. 
1 • .§urvey of !!!! _ Lit~ratur!:!• 
Little has been· wr i tten in regard to the use and selec-
tion of children's films for public library collections. 
However , a great deal of material about films, radio , televi-
s ion, s tage-plays , photography, and other audio-visual media 
of communications exists. William Lewi n , author of Pho~ o ­
~ Apprec iatio!! _in American _High _School:..§l tells us that 
today a complete library of such books woul d include more 
than one thou and five hundred volumes . not to mention the 
vast periodical literature of the field. Before a ttempting 
to make up the questionnaire for this study, a thorough 
survey was made of the available audio-visual literature. 
This study i ncluded (1) books, based on bibliographic lists 
compiled by educators , librarians, motion-picture special-
ists, and other leaders in the field of 16 millimeter film; 
(2} ~~odicals, including both current and back files (see 
chapter on Basic Sel ection Tools)' ; ( 3) articles _appearing in 
newspapers, educational and library journals; (4) film 
~~ in books, periodicals, and newspapers, and {5) 
lwilliam Lewin , Audio.,v~sua! _Bibliogr~li!hY ... (New~rk, N. 
Educational and Recreat1onal Guides, Inc.) f:creworfl, 4 p . 
.r. : 
I 
I 
I 
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research reports ~ survex§ in the communication field . 
Although reviews of all the important books rn the field 
woul d be impossible , a few .; 1of those which are felt to be of 
importance and valuable to the librarian will be commented 
upon here. 
The Information Film, by Gloria Waldron. With the assistance 
---of Cecile Starr:- 281 p., illustrated . Columbia University ! 
Press , New York, 1949. $3.75. 
(This report records the result of a study sponsored 
j oi ntly by the Publ ic Library and the Twentieth Century Fund.) 
Miss Waldron's book is the first book to examine the 
entire fiel d of the dult information film . She has foc used 
a ttention on the publ ic library as a possible distribution 
center f or a dult information films, and is perhaps the first 
writer sinc e Gera ld McDonald to be concerned throughout her 
1 book with the place of the public library iri the 16 milli-
meter film field . Although her book deals primarily with the I 
information film and its use for and by adults, some of it can 
be applied to the children's film. Starting with a brief ' 
1
1 background of the development of the information film, she 
II 
1! goes on to discuss the pre s ent chaotic state of distribution 
of films, and suggest possible solutions to the problem. Some 
of the chapter headings a re as follows: "Problems and Pros-
pects in Sixteen 1.Ullimeter Films, 11 "Producers and Produc-
tion , " "The Use of Films, 11 and "Films and Public Libraries." 
of special interest to l ibrarians using children's films is 
Chapter :I I , ''F ilm Circulation in Eight Libraries." In this 
I 
I 
I 
~~ 
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chapter , the film activities of eight public libraries are 
described. The activities include the classification of bor-
rowers , staff , storage and budget; popularity ra tinge of 
film; fi lm pr ograms and the responsibilities of the film 
librarian. 
Miss Waldron also reports the resultsoof personal inter- 1 
views wi~h over a hundred key people in the field and nearly 
fifty librarians . Included in these reports are answers to 
questionnaires submitted by the sixty public libraries for 
the Publi£ hl£!:arl. Inouiu~ . _Four appendices contain a de-
tailed description of the method of, and sources for, the 
study; a summary of thequestionnaire findings; a sample 
documentary film script; and a glossary of terms, and a bib-
liography of books on films, film periodicals, and film cata-
l ogs available from producers and distributors. 
!!!~ Forum 2.!! ~-- Public . Library _ Inquiry/_ e_di ted by Lester ll 
Asheim, is good reading as a follow-up to Miss Waldron's 
report and includes a lively and critical discussion on the 
latter. 
Educationa l l!otion Pictures a nd Libraries, by Gerald D. 
McDonald~ American Library Association, Chicago, 1942. 
Fo a deta iled history of the development of film col-
lections in public libraries, Mr. McDonald's book is impor-
t ant. Although it covers only the early years, from the 
, , . 
· Lestl~r A heim, Forum .£B !!1!. Public . Libra~y Inquiry (New York : Columbia Un1versi ty Press, 1950) ·- .. I ,, 
i 
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establishment of the first 1 ibrary film coil ecti on ~n 1929, u:p 
to those instituted in 1942, rt is interesting to see what . II 
I' first caused the collecting of education films by libraries, 
and the important factors which have since led to the great 
number of libr ri es utilizing films today. 
Grierson on Documentary, edited and compiled by Forsyth Hardy. ~~ 
---with -American notes by Richard Griffith and Mary Losey. 
324 p. Harcourt, Brace and Company, New York., 1947. $3.75.
1 The ideas of John Grierson, leader of the British docu-
mentary movement, are revealed in twenty-four selections from 
1 
his writings, edited and compiled by Forsyth Hardy. This book 
is important to all public l ibrarians, regardless of their 
field, who are using 16 millimeter films. It includes Grier .. 
son' s famous first principles of the documentary film, and 
several other chapters which are "must" reading . Among these 
are "Documentary Achievement,'' w:Films and the Community," and 11 
"Education: a New Concept." In the section devoted to educa-
1' 
tion is an outstanding piece entitled "The Library tn an Inter 
1 
national World." I 
I 
Audio-Visual School Library - ~vice, by Margaret I. Rufsvold. 1. 
116 p., illustrate~. American Library Association, Chicago,ll 
1949. $2. 75. I! 
The writer~''f eels that this is a handbook for school 
librar ians who utilize film in serving the school system. 
Al though not directly concerned with children's library films, 
this book is worthwhile for tl;l.ose who use them. It contains 
information on audio-visual materials other than films, and 
has several excellent chapters on their selection and use. I 
~ 
I 
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Chapter II , which contains criteria for appraising educational 
film, is especially important. Other chapters are concerned 
with indexing, processing and circulating audio-visual materi-
a ls, and housing and equipping the center. An excellent b!b- I 
liography and appendix is included. 
I E.!.!!!! and Education_, edited by Godfrey M. Elliot. 597 p. 
Philosophical Library, New York, 1948. 
Another worthwhile book for the librarian who utilizes 
film. In it R. Russel Munn, of the Akron, Ohio, Public 
Library, writes on "The Film and the Public Library" (p. 361). 
In addition, there are chapters on "The Local Film Program 
and its Director," "Serving the Community's needs," and "The 
Selection and Evaluation of Films." 
Audio-Visual Methods !!! . Teachi1' by Edgar Dale. 546 p., 
illustrated. Dryden Press, ew York, 1946 • . 
An objective examination of facts ab out ~~ use of 
audio-vi sual a ids, this book c onta ins informa tion indispen-
sable to a l l users of 16 mill imeter motion pictures. It is 
used in many· audio-visual courses and has become a standard 
text for teachers. A new· edition , with a dded infoTmation, 
brlngiilg the material up to da te , ha s r ecentl y a ppea red. 
11 Films in Public Libraries, "by Ho;yt R. Ga lvin. . Librar;r _~­
~' vol. 72 (October 15, 194?} 88 p. 
A project of the Audio-Visual Committee of the America n 
Libr a ry Association. This pamphl et is an indispensable guide 
to the film libra rian . It includes selected l ists of film, 
and artic l e s on h ow to pla n , f ina nce , equip and admini ster an 
~---- ~- ~ -: 
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audio-visual department in a library. There are also sections 
on the motion-picture, the still :picture, projectors , etc. 
These books are just a few of those used in preparing 
the questionnaire for thls study. These s ources, along with 
personal ob servations and interviews mentioned in Chapter I!, 
were the basis on which the questions were prepared. A more 
I. 
complete bibliography will be found at the end of this paper. II 
2. Format~ Design_ .2!, _ ~ _Questionnaire. 
The que s tionnaire was designed to measure the signifi-
cant differences, if any, between the selection methods and 
subject preferences of two groups of children's film bor-
rowers, i. e. Professional Librarians, and Communi-ty Film 
Borrowers. The questions dealt with technical aspects, sub-
ject ma·tter, length, and use offilms in libraries. It also 
included questions which might aid in obtaining information 
for a more positive definition of the "library film" and its 
plac e in public libraries. It wa s hoped that the informati.on 
obtained would be of value in guiding future purchases of 
children's fi l ms for l ibrary collections . 
The form itself wa s entitled "Q,uestionna.ire for Users of 
Children' s Films," and consisted of ten mimeographed pages. 
In a brief preliminary note it was requested that the respon-
dents' own opinion woncerning the conten"t of the questions be 
given. The only personal items requested were age, sex and 
position or title of the respondent.. They J7ere requested not 
to divulge their names. Anonymity for all subjects was 
I_ 
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guaranteed at all times. Twenty-two questions in all were 
listed , the majority to be answered along a four or five 
point scale . Some were alphabetically arranged by audience~ 
age group. There were no "free answer" or "open-minded" ques-
tions except one, which required a choice of film title by 
the respondent. This type of. questionnaire seems to be more 
acceptable to the respondent. For tabulating purposes it is 
f ast and accurate, and it gives more specific information than 
the open , or dichotomous type , which is often mislea ding and 
unrea listic . 
Problems and considerations encountered were few. Of the , 
fifty questionnaires mailed out , thirty-nine (or sevent -
eight per cent) were returned with the information requested. 
Twenty-four out of thirty questionnaires (or eighty per cent) 
were returned by the library groups . Fifteen out of twenty 
(or seventy-five per cent) were returned by the community 
borrowing groups. 
The twenty per eent of librarians who failed to answer 
s t a ted that they felt unable to do so beca use their children•s 
I 
I 
film programs were of such recent vintage. The outside groups ! 
who failed to return the i r questionnaires gave no rea son for 
so doing. Occasionally respondents did not answer questions . 
which they felt to be inapplicable to their programming. 
The form used for the questionnaire is included in the 
appendix, where it may be further examined. 
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1Chapter IV 
RESULTS OF THE Q,UESTIONNAIRE 
Many of the results which appear in the following tables 
reveal differences which are pot statistically significant. 
I! . 
11 The tables have been included only where 1t was felt that they 
were of suggestive value, and should be examined carefully by 
the reader before an attempt to base any conclusions on them is 1 
!i made. 
Table 1. 
Q,uestion 1. What film subject matter do you find children seem 
to enjoy watching most? 
The subjects were asked to rank four subject preferences, 
or types of fi l m subject matter within each of four different 
, a ge groups, which they felt children seemed to enjoy watching 
1, most. In order to simplify data and at the same time compare 
the results of both groups responding, it WC!- S decided to rank 
subject matter titles by the total number of times they were 
chosen. 
Example: Group A--Children five to seven years of age. 
Fairy Tales was selected by twentz-four .~ut ()_f mnty-four 
I 1 ibrarians, thus placing it in fir!! place as the type of' film 
subject matter that the librarian group felt children enjoyed 
most. out of fifteen community borrowers, Fairy Tales was 
selected only twelve times, and it appears in third place 
-- - - --=---=- ----- ~-- -
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(preceded by Comedy, selected by ru.:~.~.!!__O_\lt of fift~ commu ... 
n i ty borrowers, in first place; and Animals, selected by thir- 1 ~ 
-
teen out of fifteen community borrowers, in second place. 
Group A--Children 5 to ? yea1·s of' age. 
~4 Librarians 
Place Number 
-- -----
1. Fai r y Tales 24 
2 . Animals G4 
3. other Children 17 
4. Nature 10 
5. Comedy 7 
6. Adventur e 
7. Other Lands 
8 . Music 
9. Hi story 
16. How to Do 
11. Ser ious 
12. Bi ography 
3 
1 
1 
0 
- 0 
0 
0 
15 Cormnunity Borrower s 
Place 
1. Comedy 
Ge Animals 
3. Fairy Tales 
4. Other Children 
5. Nature 
6. Adventure 
7. Other Lands 
8. Music 
9. Serious 
10. Histor y 
11. How to Do 
1 2. Biography 
Number 
15 
13 
12 
? 
5 
4 
2 
1 
1 
· o 
0 
0 
From this t able it may be seen that librarian s feel 
f a iry t al es, animal , other c h i ldren a nd na ture f ilms a re a 
typ e of s ub j ect ma t t er which a re en j oyed most by ch ildren in 
thi s age group . Comedy a nd adventure were r anked next. The 
c ommunity b orrower s place c omedy , an imal s, fairy t a les and 
other ch i ldren mov i e s as film sub j ect ma t t er enj oye d most. 
Both have incl u ded fa iry-tal e s , anima ls a nd ot her children 
among the f irst f our preferences. Comedy, ranking first place 
by the commun i ty borrowing group , was ranked only in fifth 
plac e by the librarian group. 
Pl a ce 
--
2. 
4. 
6. 
B. 
9 . 
10. 
11 . 
12. 
Tabl e 2. 
Order of Ranking by Total , Subjects ~uestioned 
Subjec! _ 
Animals 
Fairy Ta le s 
Other Children 
Comedy 
Na ture 
Adventure 
Other lands 
Music 
Serious 
History 
How to Do 
Biography 
Number (out of 39) 
3'7 
36 
24 
22 
15 
7 
3 
2 
1 
0 
0 
0 
From this table the opinions of the total respondents 
indica te that Animals, Fa iry Tales, Other Childrenf and 
Comedy a re the types of film subject mat ter enjoyed by most 
children . 
o4 
:I 
,I 
I 
II 
II 
'I 
I' 
II 
I. 
Table 3 . 
Group B--Children 8 to 10 years of age. 
24 Li brarians 15 Community Borrowers 
Place Number Place Number 
1. Animals 23 1. Anima~s 10 
2. Fairy Tales 22 2. Fa iry Tales 10 
3. Other Children 18 3. Adventure 9 
4. Comedy 11 4. Comedy 8 
5. Adventure 9 5. Other Children 7 
6. Na ture 8 6. Nature 3 
7. Other Lands 4 7. Other Lands 3 
a. Serious 0 a. Serious l 
9. Music 0 9. Music 1 
10. Biography 0 10. Biography 1 
An i mals , Fa iry Tales , Other Children, a nd Comedy were 
r anked as the first four pr eferred by the librarian group, 
whil e Animals , Fa iry Tales , Adventure and Comedy were ranked 
a s the first four preferred by community borrowers , a s the 
subject ma tter most enjoyed by children in this age group. 
II 
II 
II 
£)5 
'I I 
II 
I 
II 
I 
'I 
!i 
I 
I 
I! 
II 
'I 
I' 
Table 4. 
Order of Ra nking by Total Subjects Q,uestioned 
Place Subject Number 
1. Animals 33 
2. Fairy Tales 32 
3. Other Children 25 
4. Comedy 19 
5. Adventure 18 
6. Nature ll 
?. Other Lands ? 
8. Serious - l 
9 . Biography 1 
10. Music 1 
Animals, Fairy Tales , Other Children, and Comedy are 
ranked again as the first four types of film subject matter 
most en j oyed by children in this age group. Tables 2 and 4 
I show that the subject matter ranking in the first four places 
i s the same. This mea ns that, according to the viewpoint of II 
the respondents , the age group from fi~ to !~ years seem to I 
enjoy watching these films the most. 
-------
-----==--
il 
Table 5. 
Group C--Children 10 to 12 years of age. 
24 Libraria ns 15 Community Borrowers 
Place Number Pla ce Number 
• Animals 24 1. Animals 8 
2. Adventure 17 2. Comedy 8 
·3. Other Children 14 s. Adventure 7 
4. Comedy 12 4. Nature 6 
5. Other Lands 11 5. Other Children 5 
6. Biography 6 6. Biography 4 
7. Nature 6 7. Other Lands 3 
B. History 5 B. History 2 
9. How to Do 5 9. Fairy Ta les 2 
10. Fairy Ta l es 4 10. How to Do 2 
1 • Serious 0 11. Serious 0 
12. Music 0 12. Music 0 
13. Art 0 13. Art 0 
This t able indicates that the libraria n group places 
Animals, .Adventure; ·~ Other Children and Comedy as the first 
four types of film subject matter which children enjoy most. 
The community borrowing group places .k.nimals, €:omedy, Adven-
ture, and Natur~ e.s the four types of film subject matter 
enjoyed most by children of this age group. 
II 
II 
I 
I 
II 
o7 
,j 
li 
Plac e 
1 . 
2 . 
7 . 
8. 
9 . 
o. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
Table 6 . 
Order of Ranki ng by Total Sub j ects ~ueetioned 
Subject 
nimals 
Adventure 
Co edy 
Other Chi ldren 
Other Lands 
Nature 
Biography 
How to Do 
Hi story 
Fa iry Tales 
Serious 
Music 
Ar t 
Number 
32 
24 
20 
19 
14 
12 
10 
7 
7 
6 
1 
0 
0 
Animals r a te high with thi s age group, as well as with 
t he younger group . Adventure places second , While Comedy and ' 
Other Ch i ldren fol low. It will be noticed that there is a 
l ittl e more variety of subject mat t er preferred by this a ge 
group , and Fairy Ta les ranks in tenth place, or very low. 
- --- _;:,--= -
oe 
t 
I o9 
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Tab1e -7 
Group D--Children 12 years and over 
24 Libra rians 
Place Number 
• Adventure 
I 2. Other Lands 
,I 
I· 
II 
II 
3. Histary 
4 . Comedy 
5 . Biography 
6. Na ture 
.li ? . How to Do 
8 . Animals 
9. Other Children 
10. Serious 
11. Fa iry Tales 
12 . Music 
13. Art 
19 
10 
10 
9 
8 
8 
6 
3 
3 
1 
1 
0 
0 
15 Community Borrowers lj 
Plae e Number I 
1. Adventure 
2. Comedy 
3 . Animals 
4 . Other Lands 
5 . How to Do 
6. :Music 
7. History 
B. Biography 
9 . Nature 
10. Serious 
11 . Other Children 
12. Art 
13. Fairy Tales 
13 
10 
7 
6 
5 
3 
3 
2 
2 
2 
1 
0 
0 
I 
I 
I 
I, 
I' 
::=..- --=---=--
I 
II 
!I 
II 
I 
II 
I 
•I 
I• 
I 
I' 
I 
I 
II 
Table 8 
Order of Ranking by Tota l Subjects Questioned 
Place Subject ~;;nber 
1. Adventure 32 
2. Comedy 19 
3. Other Lands 16 
4. History 13 
5. How to Do 11 
6. Animals 10 
7. Biography 10 
a. Nature 10 
9. Other Children 4 
10. Serious 3 
11. Music 3 
12. Fairy Tales 1 
13. Art 0 
Adventure places first acCLQ_rding to the ranking of the 
thirty-nine respondents. Comedy, Other Lands, and History 
follow. It will be noted that more variety appears in these 
placings, and also a possible trend toward films of a more 
serious type of subj ect matter. 
=-- -==;. -
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1 ~uestion 2. Which age group do you feel is most neglected in 
,, 
11 the producing of motion pictures for library use? 
,, 
jl 
·' 
I 
Age-Group 
a. 5-7 
b. 8-10 
c. 10-12 
d. 12 plus 
Table 9 
Librarians Borrowers 
10 
8 
2 
4 
x2 {Chi Square) equals 6.1 
Degrees of Freedom equals 1 
p~ equals .01 
? 
1 
1 
5 
It will be noted that the results of this question 
showed a significant difference of" .01. The a ge groups from 
five to seven years were most . neglected, according to both 
groups. Twenty per cent of the library borrowers also felt 
that the age groups from eight to ten were overlooked. This 
shows that both groups . felt that the primary and elementary 
grade levels were neglected in the production end of child-
I 
II 
Both groupst especially the non-library users, il 
felt that more films could also be used in the twelve-years-
ren' s films. 
and-over group. 
-----
! 
I. 
I 
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~uestion 3. What film technique do you find children seem to 
enjoy most? 
There was no statistical s i gnificance in the difference 
for this question. It appeared that "Stories with live people ll 
I 
as the main actors" ranked first, "Stories in animation" 
ranked second, and "Stories with puppets" ranked third, 
respect i vely, for both groups of respondents. 
~uestion 4. What film treatment do you feel is most neglected 
in the production of motion pictures for child-
ren? 
Aga i n, there was no statistically significant difference 
for this question. The most desired treatment for both groups / 
was the " i maginative, or fantasy" approach. The "realistic" 
approach ranked second, with the "documentary" approach being 
the least popular. II 
~uestion 5. In answer to "Which of the following (17) content 
areas do you feel have been most neglected in 
the production of c hi l dren's films for library 
use and circulation?" the f ollowing resul t s were 
obtained. 
I 
I' 
I ?3 
---
r 
'!'able 10 
24 Libraria11s 15 Borrowei's 
Place Content Area Number Place Content~ lfumber 
1 
- -
1. Comedy 14 1. Comedy 6 
2. It'amou.s J.Ji t erary 14 2. Famous Liter :.;. ~: -·6 
Adaptations ary Adapts. 
3. Action-Drama 14 3. Mystery & 6 
suspense 
4. :Mystery & 9 4. Musical 6 
Suspense 
5. l!,airy Tales 8 5. Science 4 
6. Musical 6 6. Fairy Tales 4 
7. Stories of Other 6 7. Action-Drama 3 
Children 
8. Biography B. Stories of Other Lands 
9. Art 3 9. Histoi·ical 3 
10. historical 2 10. Stories of 3 Other Child. 
11. stor i es of Othe r 2 11. How do Do 
TJB.nds 
12. Science 2 12. Bi ography 2 
13. Hygi ene 2 13 . Art · 
2 
14 . How to Do 2 14. Hygi ene 
2 
16 . Wild Li fe , Na ture 1 15. Wild Life , 
2 
Nature 
Ji 16. Serious 0 16 . Animals 
2 
1 '7 . Animal s 0 1 '7 . 
Serious 1 
I 
II 
li 
!I 
Libraria ns felt tba t the four most neglected content 
areas in chil dren' s films were c omedy, famous literature 
adaptations, ac tion-drama, a nd mystery and suspense. The 
least neglected areas were animals and serious type films, 
Borrowers felt that the four most neglect ed areas were comedy, 
literature adap t a tions , a.c tion- drama , a nd music. They dif-
fe red from the librarians in their fourth choice, music, which 
wa s plac ed sixth by the librarians . Both were in accord on 
the leas t n.egle ted type of films . 
1 ~uestion 6- a . How long should a children's library film be? 
24 Libraria ns 
15 Borrowers 
Q.uestion 6-b. 
24 Libra rians 
15 Borrowers 
Tabl e 11 
For Children 5-7 Years of Age 
10 Mi!!• 20 Min, 30 Mi n. 
18 6 0 
14 1 0 
60 Min. ili§ 
1 
0 
0 II 
II 
How long ~hould ~ children's library film be? I 
Table 12 
For Children 8-10 Yea rs of Age 
16 Min. 
? 
4 
20 Min. 
19 
10 
30 Min, 
3 
1 
60 Min, . Plus 
0 
0 
I 
I 
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The ma jority of respondents of both groups preferred 
twenty-mi nute length films for this group. Seven librarians 
and four borrowers felt ten-minute films would suffice. 
' Neither group preferred films longer than thirty minutes. 
II 
~uestion 6-c. How long should a children's film be? 
24 Librarians 
15 Borrowers 
Table 13 
For Children 10-12 Years of Age 
gQ Min. 
13 
11 
~ Min. 
10 
4 
§Q MiE• Pl us 
0 
0 
Aga in, in this age group, both librarians and borrowers 
It preferred the twenty-minute length films. Ten librarians and 1 
four borrowers preferred thirty-minute films, but neither 
group wa nted films of an hour or more . 
~uestion 6-d. How l ong should a children's film be? 
Table 14 . 
For Children 12 Years and Over 
24 Libra rians 
15 Borrowers 
10 Min. 
0 
0 
20 Min. 
--
0 
0 
11 
9 
2-Q. !!.!! • Plus 
8 
? 
Both group s prefer films longer for children of this age 
l evel . The majority preferred the thirty •. lfitmute film, while 
75 
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eight l ibrarians and seven borrower s preferred films of sixty 
minutes or more. 
~uestion 7-a . How long should a children's library film pro-
gram be for children age five to seven? 
24 
15 
Table 15 
10 Min. 20 Min. 
Libra rians 1 8 
Borro·wers 0 4 
30 Min . 
14 
11 
60 Min. Plus 
.... ... --
1 
0 
The majority in both groups preferred film programs of 
thirty minut s for this age group. Eight librarians preferred 
twenty-mi nute shows , while only one liked shows of an hour or 
1 more. 
1!
1 Q,uestion 7-b. How long should a children's l i brary film pro-
gram be for children age eight to ten? 
Table 16 
10 Min. 20 Min. 30 Min . 60 Min. Plus 
24 Librarians 0 1 17 7 
15 Borrower s 0 2 10 3 
Here again, the majority of both groups preferred fi l 
programs thi rty minutes long. The results of Q,uestion 7-a and 
b show that the most desired programs for children from five 
to ten years of age are those that are thirty minutes long. 
·==--
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Q,uestion 7-c . How long should a children's film program he 
for children age ten to twelve? 
Table 17 
10 Min. 20 Min. 
. 30 1Un. 22--M.!B· Plus 
-24 Librarians 0 0 6 18 
15 Borrowers 0 0 7 8 
The F.e sults of this question show that longer film pro-
grams running one hour or more are preferred by the majority 
of both groups responding. Six librarians and seven bor-
rowers preferred shorter programs of thi rty minutes. 
Question 7-d. How long should a children's film program be 
for children age twelve and over? 
Table 18 
10 Min . 20 Min • • 30 Min. 60 Min. 
.. . ~ .--...,-;-
24 Librarians 0 0 1 22 
15 Borrowers 0 0 3 11 
Agairi, for the older children, the majority of both 
groups preferred long film programs of one hour or more. 
Neither group desired programs shorter than thirty minutes. 
In the a ttempt to find out how a children's film should 
differ from a classroom film, eight separate questions were 
asked. 
- - - -::- ·--=- --=- -==-:::--- .=.. -- -
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~ue stion 8-a. Should a library film be more specific in sub-
j ect matter than a classroom film? 
Table 19 
Veu_ Fre,g. £:!eq. Sometimes Infreg • . Pra c .Never 
24 Librarians 
15 Borrowers 
1 
0 
2 
2 
x2 equals 
Degree of Freedom 
9 
4 
.91 
equals 
p equals not significant 
1 
4 
1 
7 
0 
The results of this question showed no significant dif-
ference. The "Sometimes" answers rating the highest seems to 
show that both groups were doubtful as to when films should 
shoul d not b e more specific. 
~uesti on 8-b. Should a children's library film be more gen-
or , 
I 
I 
II eral in subject matter than a classroom film? 
j: 
I 
I 
,, 
I' 
'I 
24 Libraria ns 
15 Borrowers 
Table 20 
Very:_ Freg. Freg. _ Sometimes Infre9..!, ___ Pra£...!.Never 
6 
9 
10 6 1 
4 2 0 
:x2 equals 1.45 
Degrees of Freedom equals 1 
p equals not significant 
0 
0 
I 
I, 
I' 
?B 
There was no significant difference between the two 
groups. Borrowers rated highest on Very Frequently, indicat-
ing that they prefer library films to be more general , while 
the library group indicated Frequently as high. Both rated 
low on Not Very Frequently, and Practically Never. From these 
results it appears that library films should be more general 
than specific in subject matter. 
~uestion 8-c. A children's library film should have more 
action and less talk than a classroom film. 
Table 21 
r 
Very Fr!,g • . Freg. Sometimes Infreq. Prac.Nev~ 
24 Librarians 15 4 5 0 0 
15 ~orrowera 5 7 3 0 0 
x2 equals .02 
Degrees of Freedom equals 1 
p equals not significant 
There is no statistically significant difference between 
the two groups. Very Frequently was on the "high" side ot· 
scale. ]'rom this i-c is apparent that films of more action and 
less talk a re desired by both groups. 
_ I 
,j 
): 
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Question 8-d. A children•s library film should rely more 
upon an authority on the subject matter being 
present at the showing o:f the f' .i.lm, to supple-
ment the presentation. 
Table 22 
Very Freq. Freq. . Sometimes Infr~ • .. Prac .Never 
24 Librarians 1 
0 
6 
4 
5 
5 15 Borrowers 
x2 equals .93 
Degrees of :&, reedom equals 1 
p equals not significant 
4 
2 q_ 
8 
4 
Here, although results show no significant difference 
between the two groups, the highs were on the Not Very Fre-
quently and Practically Never end.. This indicates that in 
most cases the respondents agreed that a library film should 
not have to depend upon an authority on the subject matter 
being present at t?e time of showing the film. However, five 
re spondents· of both groups felt that a t s ometimes there 
should be a n authority present, whil e s ix of the librarian 
group felt that one should be present frequently. 
so 
I' 
Ques tion 8-e. A children's library film should be of a less 
technica l nature (using charts, diagrams , 
straight forward presentations, etc.) than a 
classroom film. 
Table 23 
Very Freg,. £:re,g. Sometimes 1nfreq • . . Prac .Never 
24 Librarians 
:1 15 Borrowers 
19 
9 
4 
3 
1 
3 
0 
0 
0 
0 
x2 equals 2.55 
Degrees of Freedom equal 1 
p equals .20 
The result s of this question show a trend of .20. Both 
groups scored Very Frequently a nd Frequently on the "high" 
level , indicating that library films should be of a less tech- 1 
nical nature than classroom films and Eracticalbl never of the 
technical type. jl 
,, 
IJ Question 8-f. A children's film should emphasize being 
11 entertaining more than a classroom fi lm. 
Table 24 
Very Freg. Freq. Someti!!!!.! . Infreq • .. Prac. Never !! 
24 Librarians 
15 Borrowers 
12 
6 
9 
8 
2 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
81 
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x
2 equals .59 
Degree of Freedom equals 1 
p equals no signi fica nce 
Wi t h no s ignificant difference between the two groups, 
the high level a ppeared under the Very Frequently and Fre-
quently score. It appea r s from this that both groups feel 
that a l l library fi l ms should emphas ize enterta inment more 
than clas sroom fi lms. 
~ue stion 8-g. A children 's l ibrary fi l m. should present a 
defi nite .moral. 
Table 25 
Very Freg • . _Freq. Sometimes ~nfreq. Prac . Never 
24 Libra rians 2 3 9 3 7 
15 Borrowers 2 1 8 2 2 
Aga i n n o significa nt difference occurred betwe·en the two 
group s . The Sometimes score was the "high," indicating that 
s ome fi l ms shoul d pre s ent a definite mor a l. Seven librari-
ans felt that ;eracticaly _never .. should a moral be presented 
in a l ibra ry film·, while two libraria ns felt a mora l should 
be present very fre auent!z. 
Question 9 . Rank in the order of importance the four tech-
nical quali~ies that you feel s houl d be con-
sidered in the selection of children's films 
for libraries. 
=----
There was no statistical significance in difference 
between the groups in the results of this question. Photo-
--
sraphy was rated first in importance by both groups , followed 
by Theme , .Q! E!..2!• _ !S,ting and Sound were next in order of 
II 
I 83 
I' 
I 
importance , with Editing, ___ Q.2.!,2.!:, and J;. ighting on the end of the 
scale. 
Q.uesti on 10. Which visual techn ique do you feel is beet 
1: suited to the production of library story-type 
I (that is , films with a plot) films for children? 
There was no statistically significant difference 
between the groups in the final results of this question, 
il There was , however , a difference ef opinion between the groups 
II 
II 
II 
in their choice as to which was first in order of impDrtance. 
The maj ority of the libra ry group preferred ~_ Dramati c -
Action with Actors as best suited to the production of child-
~.;:..::..=.:; -- --
ren 's films , while the borrowing groups preferred Anima tiE!!• 
PupEe~ ranked third choice by both groups, with StoE Motion 
running l ast. 
Q,uestion 11. Which audio technique do you think is best 
suited to the production of library s tory-type 
films for children? 
---=---= --- .:- - --~~--= --- --==---=--== 
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24 
15 
Sync. 
Sound 
Table 26 
Narration 
Dialog. & 
Narra tion _  _Mysical B&.t, _. Silent 
Librarians 18 1 3 l 0 
Borrowers 6 0 9 0 0 
x2 equals '!1.17 
Degrees of Freedom equals 1 
p equals .01 
With a s ignificant difference of p.Ol between groups, 
the results of this question show that more librarians pre-
ferred Synchronized"Sound films than borrowers. The bor-
rowers ranked high on the Dialog and Narration technique 
films. Narration and Musical Background only rated one each 
from librarians, while neither of these latter two tech-
niques were rated at all by non-librarians. The lows were in 
the Silent column, indicating that there was no desire by 
either group for silent films. 
jl 
,, Q,uestion 12. How often do you find children's library films 
' 
i'l are too talky? 
Table 27 
II 
~ry Freq. Freg. Sometimes - ~·Never 
II 
24 .Librar i ans 4 4 13 3 
I 15 Borrowers 1 6 6 1 
i! 
I S4 
11 
II 
lj 
I 
I 
I' 
II 
x2 equals .95 
Degrees of J:i'reedcm1 equals 1 
p equals not significan·t 
·I'here was no sign1fican't difference between the ·two 
groups. Thirteen librarians felt tha~ only ~e'times were 
childrents films too talky. J:i'our librarians felt that very 
frequentll films were too talky, while only three librarians 
and one borrower felt that they were Eractically never too 
talky. 
~uestion 13. How often do adults talk down to children in 
children 1 s library f'ilms? 
24 
16 
Table 28 
Very Freq. . J:i'req. _ Sometimes 
Libraria,ls 
BorroWel'S 
3 
2 
6 
2 
x2 equals .93 
Degree of Freedom equals 1 
9 
5 
p equals no significance 
Prae • .Nevei· 
6 
5 
II 
I 
=~ 
Both groups rated ~timesadults talk down to ehildren
1 
I 
as high. Jfhree librarians felt, that it happens very fre-
quentl;y, while s i x felt E,racticall_xq never . Again_, the high 
on ometimes i ndicate s that there is no strong opinion on 
thi s question by either group. 
- --_-.-::.:::;. __ --:: --
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~uestion 14. How often a re poor techniques used in the pro-
duction of children' s library films? 
Tabl e 29 
Verz Fre_g. J?rE!q• Someti~ 
24 Librarians 5 
0 
6 
3 
13 
11 14 Borrower s 
x2 equa ls 2.24 
Degree of Freedom equals 1 
p equals .20 
Pra c. Never 
0 
0 
-
There is a st tistically significant difference of p .20 , 
· which appears under the Very Fr equently column. Five librari-
ans feel tlmt poor techniques a re a f ault of children' s fi lms 
~~ fre~ently, compared to no community borrowers. _The h igh I 
· 11 sc ore s a re f ound under Sometimes, indicating that both groups 
fee l that only sometimes are poor tec:i:miques used in child-
ren's films. 
~uestion 15 . How often a re children's library films not 
sui ted for the age level of the groups for which 11 
they were pro~uced? 
Table 30 'I 
II Very Fre_g. Fre_g. Samet~_ Prac . Never 
II 
24 Librarians 1 10 11 2 
14 Borrower s 0 5 8 1 j/ 
- -=-==---= -- -- -- ~-=--7 
II 
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I 
·I 
I! 
J.i 
x 2 equals . 27 
Degree of Freedom equals 1 
p equals not significa nt 
With no statistically s i gnifica nt difference between 
gr oups , the high sc ore lies again in the S-ometimes ca tegory 
for both gr oups . Second high was r a ted under Frequently. 
These results ~ight indicate that both gr oups were not too 
sure of how often children's films are or are not suited f or 
the age level for which they were made. 
~ue stion 16. How often is the vocabulary in a part icular 
24 Librar ians 
15 Borrower 
children' s library film inappropriate for the 
a ge level for which the f i lm i s made? 
Y.,ery Freq. 
0 
0 
Table 31 
ill.9.· 
3 
2 
Sometimes 
11 
10 
x2 equals . 05 
Prac. Ne~ 
10 
3 
De ree of Freedom equals l 
p equals not significant 
With no s t ati stically s i gnificant difference between 
groups , the high score again li e s in the Somet imes category 
f or both groups . However , ten librarians felt that the vocab-
ular y i n children's fi lms i s Erac~icallY never inappropriate. 
It is probable aga in that the h igh score in the Somet ime 
!I 
II 
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ca t eg ory indica tes that the respondent s were not sure. 
~uestion 1?. How often is the information in a children's 
library film inaccurate? 
1 
I' 
24 Librarians 
15 Borrowers 
Table 32 
Y._ery Freq._ _ Freq. _ 
0 
0 
2 
0 
Sometimes 
-
? 
0 
!2:~ Never 
15 
15 
I 
The results of the question shows that both groups fe el 
that the information in a children's film is Eractically never j 
- - - I inaccurate. The borrowers were all in accord in this re spect. , 
I~ost l ibraria ns felt that this was true also, but seven said 'I 
only ~!imes 2 while two felt that frequently the informa- 11 
tion in the fi l ms was inaccurate. II 
Q.uestion 1 8 . How accurate is the information given in child-
ren's library films, regardless of the particu-
lar age group? 
Tabl e 33. 
Somewhat 
-------· 
Not Too 
2i Librarians 
Ver_z 
13 
11 
? 1 
0 15 Borrowers 4 
x2 equals • 51 
Degree of Freedom equals 1 
p equals not significant 
Inaccurate 
0 
0 
I 
II 
ll 
Very Ac cura te a nd Somewhat Accura te both scored high on 
this questi on . This indicates that both groups felt that the 
inf ormation in libra ry films is accurate, and substantiates the 
re ults of ~uestion 1?. 
~ue stion 19. How important are the following: Enterta inment, 
education, stimulation of interest in the read-
ing of mor e b ooks on the particular subject 
presented in the film, the encouragement of g 
group pa rticipation in work a nd in play, the 
creating of a dem~nd for more children's library 
fi a, the a iding in the development of charac-
ter, the promotion of discussion on subjects 
rela ted to subjects covered in the film, aiding 
librarians in story hours, increas ing of a 
child's vocabulary, d r eas ing interP.~ t in tele-
vision viewing and r adio listening, encouraging 
children to ask questions about the subject 
matter of film--as regards children' s library 
films? 
The e even parts of the question are divided into four 
scale choice a nswers , i. e. (1) Very important, (2) Important 
to a degree, (3) Not too important, and (4) Mot at all impor-
t nt. 
I S9 
I 
I 
~uestion 19-a. How important do you fee l entertainment is as 
r egards children's fi lms? 
Table 34. 
l1 Very To Degree Not Very: ... Not a t Al l 
I' 
Jl 
I 
1: 
II 
/I 
f 
'I I 
I 
I 
I 
,I 
24 Librarians 1? ? 0 0 
15 Borrowers 8 ? 0 0 
x2 equals 0 
Degree of Freedom equals 1 
p equals not significant 
The librarian eroup felt that entertainment was very: 
imEortant, seventeen of them rating it a s high. Seven felt 
it was i rnEortant _.iQ ~ degree. The communi ty borrowers were 
divided almost fifty-fifty, with a high of eight subjects 
rating entertainment as !!!Y important, and seven rating it 
as import~! -~ ! deg~. The results show that entertain-
ment values of children' s l ibrary films a re considered 
important by b oth groups. 
~uest ion 19-b. How importa nt do you feel education values 
a re as regards children ' s library films? 
Table 35. 
VerY. To Degree Not Very: ____ Not at Al l 
24 Librarians 11 13 0 0 
15 Borrowers 8 ? 0 0 
--- -...=. =-- - ___ ..,;;...._ -=--=---"":....:-------=:.._-
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II 
x 2 equals 0 
Degree of Freedom equals 1 
p equals not significant 
As wi t h entertainment values, the results of question 19- " 
b indicate no statistically significan~ difference. Both 
groups rated educational values in children's films as verl 
important . The librarians' group rated Important to a Degree 
'as their high, showing that they dc;tnot a ll consider educa-
1 
tiona l va lues as the~ important value of a children 's film. 
I 
The result of parts a a nd b of ~uestion 19 show that both 
groups consider both educa tiona l and enterta inment values of 
children's films as important. 
~uestion 19-c. How important do you feel the stimulation 
24 
15 
Librarians 
Borrower a 
of interest in the rea ding o!· more books on 
the particular subject presented in the film 
is a s regards children's library films? 
Table 36 
Very ·r .2....!-Degree Not Ve"£.:!. !Qt at All 
13 8 3 0 
6 8 1 0 
x2 equals .29 
Degree of Freedom equals 1 
p equals not significant 
-=---= 
I 
~ 
II 
tl 
II 
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Librarians rated the stimulation of interest in the read-
ing of' more books through f ilm as verl important (high). This 
seems to held true, as librarians' main interest is in books. 
Borrowers rated only Important to a Degree as high. The 
results show that both groups, especially librarians, feel 
1 that this stimulation of interest in reading is ot· importance 
in the selection or children's films. 
Q.uestion 19-d. How important do you f eel the enc our·agement of 
group participation in work, and in play, 
through film is, as regards children's films? 
2:3 Librarians 
15 Borrowers 
Table 3'7 
Very_ 0 Degree Not Very 
-
4 12 4 
9 :3 :3 
x2 equals 3.15 
Degree of Freedom equals 1 
Not at All 
· ·- .. 
-------
:3 
0 
p equals no t significant 
A though there is no statistica lly significa nt difference 
here, the results indicate a diversity of opin ions. The 
librarians r anked high in the Importa nt to a Degree category, 
while they were pretty well equalized in the other three 
ca3es. Borrowing groups seemed t o feel that films encourag-
ing gr oup participa tion are s omewhat more imp orta nt than doe 
t e library group. 
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Q,uestion 19-e. How important do you feel the creating of a 
demand for more children's library film pr o-
grams through children's library filJns is? 
Table 38 
Not Very Not ~.t _!! 
'' 23 Librarians 9 
10 
7 
4 
5 
1 
2 
0 
I 
II 
lfi Borrowers 
x2 equals 3.15 
Degree of Freedom equals 1 
p equals trend of .10 
The results of this question indicate a possible trend. 
I This trend seems to indicate that both groups feel that 
I library films are ~!X important to creating a demand for more 
· children's fi lm programs . 
I Q,uestion 19-f . 
I 
How important do you feel children's library 
films' aid in the development of a child's 
II 
character? 
Table 39 
II 
I, 
II 
I 
I 
I 
I 
24 Librarians 
15 Borrowers 
~l 
15 
11 
!.Q.J2~~~ . 
7 
1 
x2 equals 
Not Very Not 
.. 
2 
3 
.98 
Degrees of Freedom equals 1 
p equals not signif' icant 
- --=- -= 
at All 
0 
0 
II 
9:3 
I 
I 
I 
II 
I 
il 
J' 
II High score here for both groups fell under Very Important .
1 
,
1 
indicating that children's films which can aid in the devel- I 
/ opment of character are important and should be in a library 1 
I 
collection. 
~uestion 19-g. How important do you feel the promotion of 
discussion on subjects related to subjects 
24 Librarians 
15 Borrowers 
covered in the film is as regards children's 
library films? 
5 
Table 40 
To Degre.e _ Not Very .. Not at All 
14 
8 
6 
2 
~ 
x equals .72 
Degrees of Freedom equals 1 
0 
0 
p equals not significant 
Sub·jects of both group·s felt that the prom-otion of dis-
cussion of subjects related to subjects covered in the film 
is importan! 1.2.!. degre~ __ (l.l!.gh) in children's films. 
~uestion 19-h. How important do you feel children's library I 
films are as aid to librarians in story hours .1 
- -~-- --
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Table 41 
Very To Degree Not Very 
24 Librarians 
15 Borrowers 
2 
5 
3 
2 
x2 equals 4.35 
Degrees of Freedom equals 1 
11 
7 
Not at All 
8 
1 
p equals significance of .02 
Here, the results indicate a possible significant differ-
ence between groups. Strangely enough, most of the librari-
ans felt that films as aids to story hours were~ veri 
important (high) or .!!2! ~ ill . important. Sei-en borrowe1·s 
rated Not Very Importa nt a s high , but five felt films would be 
verx importa~~ as aids in story hours. 
~uestion 19-i . How important do you feel children's library 
films are in increasing a child's vocabula ry? 
24 Li brar i a ne · 
15 Borrowers 
Table 42 
To Degree 
11 
7 
Not Veri .. 
6 
4 
x2 equals • 84 
Degrees of Freedom equals 1 
Not at All 
4 
0 
p equals not significa nt 
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The high score of both groups fell under Importan~ to a 
Degree , indicating that some importa nce is given films for 
increasing a child's vocabulary. However, six librarians felt i 
this was not too imEortant, _and four that it was~ .~~ 
imp or tal'! ~· 
Q.uestion 19-j . How important do you feel children1 s library 
films are in decreasing the child's interest 
in television viewing, and radio listening? 
21 Librarians 
15 Borrowers 
Verz 
2 
2 
Table 43 
~em;ee .. 
4 
2 
Not Very _ Not at All 
7 
9 
8 
2 
x2 equals .11 
Degree of Freedom equals 1 
p equals not significant 
Both the librarians a nd the borrowers scored Not Too 
Important as high. Most librarians in particular felt that 
childre 's library films are B2! ~ ~ important in decreas-
ing children's interest in television viewing, or radio lis-
tening. 
Q,uestion 19-k. How important do you feel children's library 
lj 
II 
films are· in encouraging children to ask 
questions about the subject matter in the film? 
--:;::--:::.=--=-----=-= -=-- - -
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11 
II 
/I 
23 Libra rians 
15 Borrowers 
Very 
8 
8 
Table 44 
!,Q_Degr~ 
10 
5 
Not Very .... ~~ill 
3 
1 
2 
1 
2 x equals .53 
Degrees of Freedom equals 1 
p equals not significant 
Most librarians reporting felt that films are impox;tan~ 
to ! degree in encouraging children to ask questions about 
the sub j ect matter of the film. Most borrowers felt that 
this wa s very important_ • . fiore of both groups felt that this 
wa s an important factor in children's library film selection. ! 
Q,uestion 20. What children ' s film in the Boston Public 
Libra ry collection is representa tive of what 
you consider a good children's li'bra r y film? 
In both groups sixty film titles were named. Listed 
here are only those titles which were chosen more than onc e 
a s being representative of go od children's library films. 
II 
I 
Table 45 
Title 
Animal s Unlimited 
MYsterious Poacher 
I Little Grey Neck 
Rapunzel 
Han el and Gretel 
I ·~ f._ 
1 Adventures of Chico 
Princess a nd the Dra gon 
Mother Goose Stories 
Riders of the New Forest 
Daniel Boone 
Three Fox Fables 
Ali and His Baby Camel 
The Toymaker 
Loon's Necklace 
Farmer-Fisherman 
Legend of the Pied Piper 
The Zoo 
Visit with Cowboys 
Little Ballerina 
,, Sing a Song of Friendship 
Plac~ 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
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Number Ranking 
10 
7 
7. 
6 
5 
5 
4 
4 
4 
3 
3 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
II 
I 
~ue stion 21. Which of the three do you feel is more important 1 
in a chi l dren' s fi l m? 
20 Libra ria ns 
13 Borrowers 
a. Entertainment 
b. Information 
c. Mora l Instruction 
Table 46 
Entertainment Information Moral Instruction 
12 
7 
8 
4 
0 
2 
Again , Bntertainment rated high for both groups. Infor- ' 
mation wa s considered important by eight of the librarians a nd 
four of the borrowing groups. Moral Instruction wa s not con-
sidered importa nt by librarians, but two of the borrowing 
groups felt it should be the~! !mportant value in child-
ren' s library films. 
Q,uestion 22. Row "more importa nt" do you think it (the 
choice of Q,uestion 21) is? 
1. Enterta inment. 
Six librarians (high) felt that entertainment V.alues in 
a film were somewhat ~ .. importa!!! tha n educational or mora l 
instructi ana l values. Three felt entertainment was ~ !!!.Qr~ 11 
important, and two very ~ ~· . These results indicate ) 
again that l ibra rians consider enterta inment important in / 
chi ldren' s films. The high score of the borrowers came under 
I 
II 
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somewhat ~ important for entertainment. None of the bor-
rowers felt entertainment was ~!:.Z ~ -~ . im:eortant. 
2. Information. 
Five librarians felt that the information values of 
children's films were somewhat !!!..Q!:~ l:.!!li20r~ant than either 
educational or moral values. One felt that informational 
values were a little~ im:e.QE~ than the other two values, 
1 
while one fel~ it was hardly any~ important. Of the bor- i 
rowing groups two felt information was~-~- important than 
than educational or moral instruction. One felt information 
was very~ !!!£~ important, and one somewhat -~- importa,!!!. II 
3. Moral Instruction. 
None of the library groups rated this, indicating that 
they do not feel moral instruction is important at all in 
children ' s films. However, two of the borrowing groups felt 
the direct opposite. They rated moral instruction in child-
rents f i lms as very much~ ~uortant than either education, 
or information. 
A· .§.!!!!lmary .2£ (luestionnaire. 
Although tnere was little statistically significant dif-
ference between the library group·s and the borrowing groups 
responding, conclusions drawn from the resul -~s of the ques-
tionnail·e are summarized below: 
I 
I 
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1. Both 11bra:t·ians anQ. :film borrowers feel that t he 
fi lms mos t popula r with younger children (age five to ten) 
are t h os e which a r e c onc erned with f a iry-tales, animals, 
fi lms ab out other cr i l dren , and films of a comic nature. 
Adventure s torie s, comedies, films about other children, and 
film s of a more s erious nature were those most desired by 
b oth groups for the older children (age ten and over) 
2. It was c lea r thc t a nimal fi l ms are popular with a ll 
ages, a nd a l t hough both groups felt that there were more 
films of t h is kind tr~n a ny of the other types mentioned, 
they welcomed them . It is therefore concluded that fi l ms 
dea ling with animal should be in every public libra ry collec-
tion , not only because of their popularity, but also because 
•' 
they can be used with audiences of all ages. 
3. Both groups feel that children's library films should 
b e more genera l in subjec t matter , have more action and less 
t alk , be less technica l , and be more entertaining than films 
used in schools There is indication that both groups feel 
an ·authority on the subject-matter being present at the time 
of film showings is not necessary, except in the case of 
specialized films. 
Both groups did not feel that the vocabulary used in · 
II 
chi ldren's films is inappropriate for the age level for 
which the fi l m was made , a nd they feel than inaccurate infor-
ma tion is seldom presented. 
II 
lbl 
II 
I~ 
5. The respondents of both groups feel that the younger 
children' s, or primary grade area is the most neglected group 
i n t he producing of motion pictures for use in libraries. 
The next most neglected group is that of the older children 
{a ge twelve and over) w 
6. There is a strong desire by both groups for films with ll 
an imaginative or fanta sy approach . However , children's 
stories with live people as actors , a nd animated filmB were ,. 
I 
al so desired. 
7. A sub s t a ntia l maj ority of both groups feel that t he 
most neglected c ontent a rea in the pr0duction of children's 
fi l s for library use and c irculation is in the comedy, 
famous-literature a daptations, and mystery and suspense area s. 
more action dramas are desired, a l s o. 
8. Short films of from ten to twenty minutes in length, 
a nd short fi lm programs of· from twenty to thirty minutes, 
were felt to be the most desirable for the younger children 
I 
11 (age five to ten) by both groups. Films from thirty minutes 
I' t o one h our or more, a nd film progr ams of one hour or more , 
I 
1 were preferred for the older chi ldren. 
I 
9 . Synchronized sound is considered important in child-
ren ' s films by both groups . A combination of both dialog and 
narrati on is not undesi rable , but narration alone is not 
popula r. 
-=-~- --- ~-
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10. LibrarianF. and borrowers on the whole did not feel 
that children's library films were too t alky, or that adults 
often talk d own to children in f .i lms. The groups were divided 
in their feeling t ha t children's films were suited for the age ' 
l evel for whi ch they were pr oduc ed. Some felt that s ometimes 
they were, while others felt tha t frequently they were not. 
11 . Both groups feel tha t educa tional and entertainment 
1, values a r e equally important in children's library films. 
Librarians feel t hat m·oral instruction in fi lms is of very 
little importance, but that f ilms as a stimulant to increa se 
----- - - ~ .... __  --
interest in ~ding are very important. The development of a 
child's character through g ood films is consi dered important 
by b oth groups. 
12 . F ilms as story hour a ids ar e not c onsidered too 
important by either group F ilms which promote discuss io o 
sub ject s rflla t ed to the films a re felt to be somewhat impor-
t ant , while neither group has any s tTong feeling that child-
ren's films are important in increasing children' s vocabu-
ar i es, or decreasing their intere s t i n television viewing 
and radio listening. Tha t films should encourage children to 
ask que s tions ab out the subject matter b eing presented is 
considered important by both groups. 
103 
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Chapter V 
DISCUS ION AND CONCLUSIONS 
Th e fact that the over-all results of the survey-ques-
tionnaire showed no outs tanding signif icant differences 
between librarians a nd community f i lm borrowers in their 
s electi on, sub ject preference, and use of children's films, 
whi le not offering complete proof, does give good indication 
that the fi lm ser vices and the film selecti ons of the Boston 
Public Library~·. atisfying the needs of both groups . 
However , t~rough the observation a nd interview period of 
t hi study it was established that the demand for children's 
fi l ms grea tly exceeds the supply. Repetition was a ma jor 
problem with most fi lm b orrowers. The preview selection com-
mittee , while vi ewing a grea t number of children's films, was . 
a t the same time, rejecting many of them. Apart from budget 
c onsiderat ions , it i s obvi ous that it becomes the selection 
c ommittee' s responsibility to correct this situation, as f ar 
as poss ible . 
Reco~~ Prac tice s in ~. and_Selection_...2f lli!!!.§: 
The selection of library preview committee members is of I 
major importance in the building of a good and representa tive , 
children's film collection. It should not be haphazard. 
Children's librarians a<?tua.lly conducting film programs , 
children's reader' s advisors , and members of the borrowing 
1 04 
I 
II 
II 
---=-==---
community groups working with children should be regular mem-
bers of every selection committee. It is essential also that 
the committee work closely with the children's , department. 
If possible , all members should be familia r with the ') 
major technica l aspects of films, such as photographic quality, 1 
color sta nda r ds , lighting, sound, and edi t,ing. This know-
ledge can be acquired through either formal courses in audio-
visual methods and film appreciation, or through extensive 
reading of the litera ture in the field. 
It is this writer's opinion that, in order to establish a 
II 
closer relationship between the children and the selectors' r 
choice of films, small groups of ·children occasionally be 
invited to a ttend preview sessions. If this is not feasible, 
the films, before outright purchase, might be previewed by the I' 
children at an organized braneh film showing. In this way the 
I 
child' s r eac tion to the film could be observed more closely. 
one of the most successful of all highway safety films in 
England was called "Over the Road," produced for chi l dren 
through the Petroleum Film Bureau. The script was revised 
with the aid of chi ldren, who took part in a psychological 
research project. Conclusions drawn from the project were 
interesting: 
1. Children dislike seeing a dults who "talk down 11 to 
them. 
2. They f ail to identify themsel ves both with bad boys 
a nd exc ess ively good boys . 
- -.:~-=~ ----
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II 
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1: 
3. Much more is learned when instead of a ttempting 
direct teaching in the films the necessary l essons 
are impl ied and onl y afterwa r ds made explicit by 
di scussion . l 
!petroleum Films Bureau, !.!1!!! Production .. f..2!. _Child Aud.!,-
1 
ences (London , 1952), P• 2 • 
I' 
--=---=---=- I 
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reviews which complete annotations. Many of the audio-visual 
periodicals make an honest attempt to present critical 
appraisal of non-theatrical motion pictures, but most of them 
are weak and inadequate on such information· as grade and 
interes t level, and the general effectiveness of the film on 
children. 
A good professional index, arranged alphabetically with 
subject headings, and issued regularly, is urgently needed. 
It is understood that at the present time a periodical of 
this type is under consideration by the special committee of 
the American Library Association Audio-Visual Board. 
Although it is the responsibility of the film librarian 
in charge to obtain films for preview purposes, all members 
of the selection committees should be acquainted with film 
news and reviews. They too should assist by recommending 
-·- - - --- --:-..:::..::. "! ... --
.I 
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Although the primary function of a library is to stress educa-
tional values, recreational reading is supplied. Therefore it 
would seem reasonable that films whose purposes were sheer 
entertainment might be purchased by more librarians. Many of 
the sta.ndards which are followed in the selection of books for 
children can be applied to the selection of children's films. 
Librarians are not in competition with the commercial world, 
a nd they should not try to duplicate the type of low quality 
1 entertainment often seen by children in motion-picture theatres , 
I 
' and on television screens . Just as they do not stock their 
shelves with comic books, so they should not place in the film 
collections the type of material that will frighten, or emo-
1 ti onally upset the children. 
The content area s which were rated low on the question-
na ire popularity scale should be investiga ted. While the sub-
1 
ject matter of many of these areas is important in a well 
balanced film collection, poor presentation may account for 
, unpopularity. Music, art, and other cultural films can be pro-
duced which will be entertaining as well as educational. As an 
example of this , mention is made here of three comparatively 
new films which this writer feels accomplish this purpose. 
They are: ''Gold Rush Boy," a 16 minute color film pro-
duced by Churchill-Wexler Film Productions; "The Woodcutter's 
Willful Wife," a 20 minute color film produced by the Univer-
sity of Southern California; and "Peter and the Potter," a 20 
minute color film produced by the National Film Board of 
'I 
I, 
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Canada. These three films tell an interesting story (acted 
and narrated by a child in the case of the first two) and at 
the same time vicariously broaden the child's experiences. In 
"Gold Rush Boy" he learns the history of the Old West; in 
"J:>eter and the Potter" he follows the processes involved in 
pottery making; and in "The Woodcutter's Willful Wife" he is 
taught a moral lesson. All three have proved to be very 
successful with children. 
J. Arthur Rank should be congratulated for his contribu-
tion to the children ' s film area for releasing a series of 
feature length films to libraries. These films are especially 
designed r·or children, and tell an adven-cure s ·tor y which keeps 
11 children enthralled. "MYsterious Poacher, n one o!' the most 
'I 
popular of this ser·ies, was photographed in Austria, with 
Austrian children playing the leading roles, speaking in their 
native tongue. A brief narration in English is provided, but 
the plot o1· the picture is so simple that the narra tion is 
unnecessary. Unfortunately, as these films were produced for 
English children, th~ British accents of ten- make them dit.Ii -
cult tc understand; but they are, without a doubt, a forward 
step in the production of children's films. 
Librarians , and borrowers who have stressed a stronp 
de s ire for film adaptations of children's literary class ics , 
should appea l to the producers to hasten the relea s e to 
librarie s of thos e filmed cla ssics which at the present time 
a re unavailabl e to public libra ries. Teaching Film Custo-
- ~----=-----~--
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dia ns prepa re sh ort 16 millimeter versions of many of the 
Hol lywood-produced classics, but most of them a re not ava il-
ab l e to l ibra ries. Di sney' na ture films a re also restricted , 
but woul d be of tremendous value to libra ry collections. 
An· a ted cartoon s can be of good qual ity als o, a nd more film s 
of the "Little Grey Neck" a nd "1.tiadeleine" va riety should be 
produced a nd made ava ilable for library use . 
Borrowers can aid the libraries by contributing more 
spec if ic inf orma tion and constructive criticiam about the 
film s they use through the film report card system. In every 
way librarians should encourage and assist them to do this. 
Librarians ca n a lso a id in publicizing or "pushing" those 
films which they know a re worthwhile. 
More assi sta nce ca n be given to those librarians conduct-
ing children's film programs in branches. The a udio-visua l 
department should cooperate th1·ough better planning o±' bra nch 
film programs. Although librarians in the Boston Public 
Library do not use films in connection wi t h s~ory hours, it is 
the opinion of this writer that more could be done a long this 
line . A short ten-minute film before or after the story 
ight serve as a n introduction or as background material for 
the story. For example, a story s et in 3apan might be fol-
lowed by a showing of the film "Children of Japan." A s tory 
about Holla nd might be followed or preceded by a film on the 
country. 
At ny ra.te , introduction to each film should be made:-.at 
- -~-- -- -~ --=--~ --~ -
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all showi ngs . In order to do this, the librarian must have 
som e kn owl edge of the film beforehand, either through a g ood 
1/ 111 
' annota tion , or through personal preview. It is also suggested 1l 
that in- service training courses on audio-visual methods might 
be given for those librarians utilizing both records and films. 1 
In t hi s way libra rians would become familiar with selection 
tools, and me thods of film presentation, and operation of 
audio-visual e quipment. It must be remembered that one film 
can introduce a hundred books related to the subject presented 
in the film. 
It is suggested that in t he future more detailed investi-
gatiom of the type of this study be made. Questionnaire s 
should be compiled that would be valid for investigating the 
criteria of preview selection committees, and tests conducted 
with the children themselves , in order to determine informa-
tion which will be useful in better selection of films. !his 
1 would raise the standards of the children's films now being 
produced, and save librarie s the expense and waste that comes 
from adding unsuitable films to their collections. 
As library film collections expand, and more librarie s 
establish a udio-visua l depa rtments, the voice of librarians in 
the 16 millimeter film field will become stronger. Producers 
and distributors make films to s ell. Libraries a re now impor-
tant potential customers for them. If producers want the 
librar ie ~ as customers they will make films sui t able for the ;/ 
,, 
II 
I 
libr a ry market. The public libra ries must let them know the 
kind of mC~.terial they want. Only i n this way will they 
receive it . 
-- -· - - . - - -- -=-- --=-=-- _,;:- -
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QUESTIONNAIRE FOR USERS OF CHILDREN'S FIJ11S 
This study is being conducted in conjunction with The Boston University 
School of Public Relations and Communications. The Questions presented here 
have no right or wrong answers. What we would like is your own opinion 
concerning the eontent of thesQ) quest'iOnao' . 
Please do not put your name on any part of this Questionnaire. No part 
of Questionnaire will be shown to anyone, except myself. 
Please Fill in: Age_ Sex Position or Title 
--- -----
#1. ir/hat Film Subjecti;Matter do you find children seem to enjoy watching most? 
(Rank first 4, Placing numbers 1,2,3,4, in appropriate places.) 
a. Children 5 to 7 years of Age:_Fairy Tales Other Children 
Musical Other Lands 
Animals .Art 
Nature · His tori cal 
_Biographical 
__ Others, if any 
b. Children 8 to 10 years of 
Age: 
__ Fairy Tales 
Musical 
.Animals 
Nature 
_Biographical 
Other Children 
Other Lands 
.Art 
Historical 
_Others, if any 
c. Children 10 to 12 years of __ Fairy Tales 
Age: 
Husical 
.~nimals 
Nature 
__ Biographical 
_others, if any 
Other Children 
Other Lands 
.Art 
Historical 
_comedy 
Serious 
Adventure 
How to do 
_Comedy 
Serious 
_Adventure 
How to do 
_comedy 
Serious' 
.Adventure 
-
How to do 
4 
#8. (Continued) 
c. A Children's Library film should have 
more action and less talk than a 
classroom film. 
d. A Children's Library film should rely 
more upon an authority on the subject 
matter being presented at t he showing . 
of the film, to supplement the 
presentation. 
e. A Children's Library film should be 
of a less technical nature (using 
charts, diagrams, straight forwar d 
presentation) than a classroom film. 
f. A Children,'·s Library film should 
emphasize being entertaining 
more than a classroom film. · 
__ Very Frequently 
_Frequently 
Sometimes 
__ Not very Frequently 
__ Practically never 
__ Very Frequently 
_Frequently 
Sometimes 
__ Not very Frequently 
__ Practically never 
_Very Frequently 
_Frequently 
.Sometimes 
__ Not very Frequently 
__ Practically never 
Very Frequently 
-
_Frequently 
Sometimes 
__ Not very Frequently 
_Practically never 
5 
!8 • . Continued 
g. A Children's Library film should present 
a definite moral. __ Very Frequently 
_Frequently 
Sometimes 
__ Not very Frequently 
__ Practically never 
') ~; Rank in the order of importance(placel,2,3,4, in the a.ppropr±ate place) 
the four technical qualities that should be considered in the selection 
of Children's films for Libraries. 
_Lighting 
Color 
:_Editing 
_Photography 
Sound 
~Acting 
_Theme or plot 
LO. Which Visual technique do you feel is best suited to the production of 
Library story-type (that is films with a plot) films for Children. 
(Rank in order of importance by number.) 
Live Dramatic Action with Actors 
Animated 
__ Puppets as Actors 
:~ l:Step-Mo'biOii (F.igures- >without : str~ngs) 
Other 
6 
!11. Which J'udio technique do you think is best suited to the production of 
library story-type films for children? 
__ Synchronized Sound. (Dialog withoyt Narration, Characters speak) 
Narration Al6ne. (Narrator speaks only, Characters silent) 
__.... 
__ Combinatioh of Dialog and Narration 
Musical backgroung only, without any voices 
Silent 
Other 
~ 12 " How often do you find Children's 
Library films are too talky? 
113. How often do Pdults talk down 
to children in Children's Library 
Films. 
'14. How often are poor techniques used 
in the production of Children's 
Library films? (Technically poor •. ) 
15. How often are Children's Library 
films not suited for the age level 
of the groups for which they were 
produced'? 
__ Very Frequently 
_Frequently 
Sometimes 
__ Practically never 
__ Very Frequently 
_Frequently 
Sometimes 
__ Practically never 
_Very Frequently 
_: _Frequently 
Sometimes · 
__ Practically never 
__ Very Frequently 
_;,Frequently 
Sorretimes 
__ Practically never 
1 
¥16. How often is the vocabulary in a 
particular Children's library film 
inappropriate for the age level 
the film was produced for? 
;Jl7e How often is the information in a 
Children's library film inaccurate? 
#18. How accurate is the information given 
in Children's library films, regardless 
of particular age groupo 
#l9c How important do you feel the 
following are as regards to 
Children's library film? 
a. Entertainment 
b. Education 
__ Very Frequently 
_Frequently 
Sometimes 
__ Practically never 
__ Very Frequently 
_Frequently 
. Sometimes 
__ Practically never 
Very Accurate 
-· 
Somewhat Accurate 
Not too Accurate 
Almost completely inaccurate 
__ Very Important 
_Important to a Degree 
Not too important 
-
Not at all important 
__ Very Important 
__ Important to a Degree 
Not too important 
Not at all important 
8 
~19. Continued 
c. The stimulation of interest in the 
reading of more books on the 
particular subject presented in 
film. 
d. The encouragement of group 
participation in work, and in play. 
e. The creating of a demand for 
more Children's library film 
programs. 
f. The aiding in the development 
of charactero 
g. The promotion of discussion on 
subjects related to subjects 
covered in the film~ 
__ Very Important 
__ Important to a Degree 
Not too important 
Not at all important 
__ Very important 
__ Important to a Degree 
Not too important 
Not at all important 
__ Very important 
__ Important to a Degree 
Not too important 
Not at all important 
__ Very important 
__ Important to a Degree 
Not too important 
Not at all important 
__ Very important 
__ Important to a Degree 
Not too important 
Not at all important 
,2_ 
.!19. Continued, 
h~ Aiding Librarians in Story Hours 
i. The inc reading of a. Child• s vocabulary 
j; Decrease of interest in TV viewing 
and radio listening 
k. Encourage ;children to ask 
questions about the subject 
matter of film. 
__ Very Important 
__ Important to a Degree 
Not too important 
Not at all important 
__ Very Important 
__ Important to a Degree 
Not too important 
Not at all important 
__ Very Important 
__ Important to a Degree 
Not too important 
Not at all important 
___. 
__ Very Important 
__ Important to a Degree 
Not too ·important 
Not at all important 
10 
:20 •. l'ihat Children's Filn in the Boston Public Librar's collection is 
representative of what you consider a good Children's Library filn? 
a. For Children 5 to 7 years of .Age 
b. For Children 8 to lO years of Age 
Co For Children 10 to 12 years of .Age 
d. For Children 12 years of Age and over 
:2l. )ilhich of the three do you feel is more inportant in a children 1 s film? 
(Circle only one) 
entertainment 
info rma ti on 
Moral instruction 
:22. How "more important" do you think it is? 
(Check one) 
_ Ve rmy Much More 
Much more 
Somewhat rna re 
A li ttls more 
Hardly any nore 
BOSTON PUBLIC LIBRARY 
Film Evaluation Report 
Title l.ength: Reels Mins .• 
--------------------------------·----- ------ ---------
Producer Price 
------------------------------------------------------ ---------
Subject Field ______________________________ Black and White Color ______ __ 
Age Levela Primary 
--------
Elementary Junior High 
-------
Senior High 
------
College Adult 
-----------
Evaluation: Subject matter 
-----------------------------------------------
Sound 
----------------------------------------------------------Photography __________________________________________________ _ 
Color 
---------------------·-------------------------------------
Comparison with other films on same subjeott 
Synopsis~ -
Pre viewed by: 
Recommended 
Comments: 
Not Recommended 
------------------
~FLA EVALUATION 
P.ilm Titlo: Length: Rool(s) Min. 
---
3ubjoct-Matter Field: Date Produced 
------------------
Producer: 
Purchase Sources: 
so. Si. B&W Color Sale Price Rental Free 
------ ----- --------------
Evaluation Institution: Date of Evaluation 
-----------------
Names and Titles of Evaluators: 
Synopsis: (About 75-100 words, as detailed as possible. Do not usc producer's 
summary.) 
I. List tho possible audiences, and tho purposes for which tho film could be used. 
Rato probable value for each purpose. 
Value 
Audience Purpose Low High 
1. 1 2 3 4 
2. 1 2 3 4 
3. 1 2 3 4 
II. Recommended ago lovol: primary_, elementary_, junior high~-' 
senior high ____ , college ___ , adult 
III o Sound: Poor Fair Good Excel lent 
Photography:--pQor -:fair ~od ExcertSnt 
IV. Comment and General Impression: (Note hero any special points as to authenti-
city, bias, or attitude; also a brief statement of how tho film affects you.) 
v. Your ostimato of tho value of tho film: Poor ____ Fair ____ Good ____ Very Good 
Excellent 
Confidential release to Constituent, International and 3ervico Members only. 
Not to be reproduced without written permission. 
Copyright, 1954 
EDUCATIONAL FIU~ LIBRARY ASSOCIATION, INC, 1 
345 East 46 Street 
Now York 17, N.Y. 
5 
5 
5 
Mimeographed at the 
Baston Public Library 
February, 1954 
• 
CHECK LI ST FOR pr?EVIEWING FILMS ' 
FACTUAL DATA 
Name of film 
Type of film:--·---
Slide film Bl ack & VTh i te Silent 
- - -Motion picture 
Slide motion picture 
Car toon ------
Col or ------
Black ~fte & color 
---
Sourld ---
Other (puppets , models, et c .) 
--------------------
3o Running time 4. Year produced 
5. Producer 
6. Sponsor 
7. Source 
PURPOSE OF THE F I LM 
1 . Public relations 
---
4. Training 
2 . Manufacturing process 5. Education-a~l-----
3·;- - Product promotion --- 6. Other 
7. Is . f~l~l-m--p-art of a series ? ---
--------
SYNOPSIS OF THE FILM 
Summary of the over-al l footage with an indicat i on of both the subject 
matter and the dovices used to present the subject mattero 
COMMENT -ON THE FILM 
A. Technical Proficiency 
:;_. Lighting 
a . I s f ilm br i ghtly illuminated or dull and indistinct? 
2 . Pliotography 
a . I3 the film in sharp focus? 
b. Is the photography monotonous? 
c . Are the flexibility of the medium realized? 
d . Does it contain photographic cl iches ? --
• 
Too many stock shots? --- - p- --~-
3. Color 
a . Are c0l ors natural , vivid, bl ended? 
4o Soundtrack 
a. Is the sound even throughout and understandable? 
b . Are un~sual voices employed excessively? 
c . Does the commentary sunport the picture or is ·it overly rttalky"? 
d. I s "eye control " maintained:? 
e . Are verbal cl iches used? 
f. If music is used, is it adjusted to the mood of the Pictorial 
sequences it accompanies ? 
5. Animation 
a . Is t he animation "tricky" or "cute '' ? 
b. Does it contribute t o cl arity of exposition? 
6 . Edit ing 
a . I s the film jerky? I s its organization coherent and easil y 
followed? 
b . Does it contain homogeneous material? 
. . I 
___ _ ...c . Is it too long? Too superficial? 
Bj Does the Fil m Fulfil l its Purpose? 
1 . IDs the purpose of the film cl ear from its screening? . 
fJ.o · Do the el ements of the film contribute to its purpose? 
3 . Is it keyed to its audience ' s needs or desires?_ 
4. Is the commentary spoken in the idiom of the people 
i t is intended? 
5o Are plot structure or comedy extraneous ? 
6. How might the fil m have been improved? 
c. Does the Film Have Appl ication in Any of Ou:r Courses? 
1. 'Wh ich courses? 
2 • How mi[;ht it be us ed? --
for whom 
D. Are ther& any features of t echnique or treatment which distinguish 
this fil m fr om others ? 
